











Police, only 1-643-2222 Poison Center 1-643-4000
Fire, Ambulance & Rescue Squad State Police 1-271-3636
From 298 exchange . . . 448-1212 Sheriff 1-542-5051
From 469 exchange . . . 448-1212
From 675 exchange . . . 1-448-1212
TOWN OFFICE HOURS AND BOARD MEETINGS
Selectmen Wednesday 7 to 9 p.m.
Town Clerk Monday and Wednesday 7 to 8:30; Thursday 4 to 5 p.m.
Tax Collector Monday, Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m.
Wednesday evening 7 to 9 p.m.
Phone 469-3201 OFFICE CLOSED ON LEGAL HOLIDAYS
Planning Board Third Monday
Zoning Board of Adjustment Second Monday
Conservation Commission Second Thursday
School Board Fourth Monday
SERVICES
Rubbish Removal Every Wednesday
Nursing Service 448- 1 597
Headrest 448-4400
Homemaker Service 542-6422 or 448-1699
Emergency Welfare 469-320
1
Southwestern Community Services 542-9528
LIBRARY HOURS
MERIDEN PLAINFIELD
Monday 2 to 5 p.m. Wednesday 7 to 9 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday 2 to 5 p.m. Friday 1 to 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 to 12 noon Saturday 9 to 12 noon
FRONT COVER
'Boots' a registered Morgan pulls a Rockaway carriage-
vintage 1912, originally from the Mount Mansfield Inn, Stowe,
Vt., now owned by Peter and Jean Burling of Cornish, in the
July 4th parade in Plainfield Village.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SULLIVAN, SS TOWN OF PLAINFIELD
To the inhabitants of the Town of Plainfield, in the County of Sullivan in said State, qualified
to vote in town affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plainfield School gymnasium on Tuesday, the tenth day
of March next, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE I. To choose by ballot one Selectman for 3 years, one Selectman for two years, one
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years, one Auditor for 2 years, two Library Trustees for three years,
one for two years and one for one year, and any other necessary officers.
You are further notified to meet at the Plainfield School Gymna>,ium on Saturday, the 14th
day of March next, at two o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE II: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow on the credit of
the Town, such sums of money as may be necessary to meet current expenses in anticipation of
taxes.
ARTICLE III: To see if the Town will vote to authorize withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing
Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, the
following sums for use as set-offs against operating budget appropriations: Ambulance Service,
$1,500; Nursing Service, $4,000: Libraries, $10,000; Welfare, $1,500; Cemeteries, $1,500; and
Highway Department, $15,700.
ARTICLE IV: To see what action the Town will take with respect to reports ofTown Officers.
ARTICLE V: To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
Town charges for the 1981 fiscal year. The Selectmen propose the following budget:
1. Town Officers' Salaries $ 11,775.00
2. Town Officers' expenses 17,400.00
3. Election and Registration 800.00
4. Town Buildings expense 5,700.00
5. Re-appraisal 2,000.00
6. Retirement and Social Security 10,500.00
7. Police Department 30,350.00
8. Police Dispatching 1,500.00
9. Fire Departments 9,400.00
10. Fire and Ambulance Dispatching 2,000.00
11. Hydrant Rentals 2,450.00
12. Forest Fire Expense 200.00
13. Care of Trees 100.00
14. Insurance 29,000.00
15. Damages and Legal expenses 4,300.00
16. Planning and Zoning 2,200.00
17. Ambulance, Nursing and Health Officer etc. 7,200.00
18. Rubbish, Landfill 7,800.00
19. Rubbish Removal, etc. 25,800.00
20. Town Maintenance 136,000.00
21. Street Lights 3J00.00
22. General Expenses 14,000.00
23. Trucks and Plows expenses 12,300.00
24. Town Road Aid (Town Share) ;_ 1,400.00
25. Grader and Loader expenses 6,500.00
26. Fuel and Oil 23,300.00
27. Libraries, (Meriden 5,600 - Plainfield 4,500) 10,100.00
28. Public Welfare, Regular 10,600.00
29. Public Welfare, Old Age Assistance 1,000.00




34. Regional Associations 1,700.00
35. Interest on Temporary Loans 18,000.00
36. Highway - Duncan Fund 10,780.00
37. Highway - TRA (State Share) 9,421.00
38. Highway - Added Subsidy (Construction only) 13,078.00
39. Highway Subsidy 17,212.00
$470,516.00
ARTICLE VI: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money not to
exceed $36,000 to purchase a new dump truck, and to authorize the Selectmen to sell or trade the
1973 International dump truck now owned by the Town and apply the proceeds of such sale to
the purchase price of the new truck.
ARTICLE VII: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an amount not to exceed
$8,000 to purchase a new Police cruiser, and to authorize the Selectmen to sell or trade the 1 978
cruiser now owned by the Town.
ARTICLE VIII: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$5,000 to purchase a used Air Compressor for the Highway Department.
ARTICLE IX: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money not to
exceed $ 1 ,500 to assure the services of the Cornish Rescue Squad for the year 198 1 . (By Request)
ARTICLE X: To see if the Town will vote to create a regional refuse disposal planning
committee to work with the N.H./VT. Solid Waste Project to find a solution for our waste
disposal problem and further to appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,004.80 for the expenses of the Project
and to request the Selectmen to appoint the committee within 10 days of Town Meeting.
ARTICLE XI: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 to help
support Headrest, Inc. in return for services to be rendered in 1981. (By Request)
ARTICLE XII: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation Commission to
retain the unexpended portion of its 1981 appropriation, said funds to be placed in a special
conservation fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5. (By Request)
ARTICLE XIII: To see if the Town will vote to have all payments for burial plots in Plainfield
public cemeteries made to the Town of Plainfield, N. H. General Fund in the amount of $100 per
separate lot.
ARTICLE XIV: To see if the Town wishes to further pursue the matter of providing special
housing for its older citizens and No. 2. to decide, if so, exactly in what manner it wishes the
Selectmen to proceed. (By Request)
ARTICLE XV: To see if the Town will vote to increase the real estate tax exemption on
dormitories, dining halls and kitchens of Kimball Union Academy above $150,000 as allowed in
RSA 72:23 and to take any other necessary action relating thereto. (By Request)
ARTICLE XVI: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Moderator to appoint a
committee to continue the KUA-Plainfield Tax Formula Study, if warranted, for 1981. (By
Request)
ARTICLE XVII: To see if the Town will vote to ask members of the New Hampshire
Congressional Delegation to support or co-sponsor a resolution in the U. S. Congress calling for
a joint U.S. -Soviet nuclear arms freeze. (By Petition)
ARTICLE XVIII: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other
Governmental unit or a private source, which becomes available during the fiscal year. The
funds shall be used only for legal purposes for which a town may appropriate money. The
Selectmen shall hold a public hearing prior to the application for grants from governmental
sources or prior to the acceptance of funds from private sources.
ARTICLE XIX: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of property
acquired by Tax Collector's Deed.
ARTICLE XX: To see if the Town wishes to include in its Social Security plan services
performed by election officials or election workers for a calendar year in which the remuneration
paid for such services is less than $100.
ARTICLE XXI: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the moderator to appoint a Finance
Committee to advise the Selectmen and other town officers in the prudential affairs of the Town.
ARTICLE XXII: To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands this 18th day of February, 1981.









BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF PLAINFIELD
1981
1980 1981
EXPENDITURES Appropriations Actuals Proposals
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Officers' Salaries $ 11,000 $ 10,597 $ 11,775 (1)
Officers' Expenses 15,550 15,875 17,400
Elections and Registrations 2,500 2,206 800
Buildings 3,000 4,797 5,700




42,550 $ 45,146 $ 48,175
PROTECTION, PERSONS AND PROPERTY
Police Department $ 25,300 S 26,433 $ 30,350
Police Dispatching 3,600 3,600 1,500
Fire Departments 8,600 8,806 9,400
Fire and Ambulance Dispatching 1,650 1,631 2,000
Fire Hydrants Rentals 2,450 2,450 2,450
Forest Fires Expenses 500 115 200
Care of Trees 100 — 100
Insurances 20,600 27,624 29,000
Planning, Zoning & Zoning Admin. 2,000 2,118 2,200
Damages and Legal Expenses
$
3,500 4,088 4,300
68,300 $ 76,865 $ 81,500
HEALTH DEPARTMENTS
Ambulance, Health Officer & Nursing $ 4,250 $ 6,048 $ 7,200




35,250 $ 36,289 $ 40,800
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
Town Maintenance $108,000 $ 68,576 $136,000 (2)
Street Lights Expenses 3,400 3,085 3,700
General Expenses 10,000 13,933 14,000
TRA, Town Share 1,410 1,408 1,400
Trucks and Plows Expenses 12,500 13,341 12,300
Grader and Loader Expenses 3,000 6,025 6,500









11,045 $ 10,863 $ 10,100
PUBLIC WELFARE
Services and Assistance, Regular $ 6,000 $ 3,710 $ 10,600
Old Age Assistance, Special 1,000 1,641 1,000
$ 7,000 $ 5,351 $ 11,600
PATRIOTIC, MEMORIAL DAY 150 129 150











































Upper Valley Regional Association
DEBT SERVICES
Note, Long Term, Principal
Interest, Long Term Notes
Interest on Temporary Loans
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Highways, Duncan Fund




1981 / PROPOSAL / 1980 ACTUAL















Ice and Dust Control 2,120
Culverts 1,500
Brook Retaining 1,240
Bridges, Replacements (2) 26,740
Bridges, Repairs and Maintenance 5,700
$136,000
Proposed Revenue Sharing Allocations








REVENUES Estimated Actuals Estimates
STATE
Interest and Dividends $ 18,000 $ 21,124 $ 21,100
Sayings Bank Taxes 2,500 3,729 4,000
Meals and Rooms Taxes 15,000 19,037 18,000
Business Profits Taxes 42,000 57,915 57,000
Gasoline Taxes Refund 100 408 100
Forest Land Taxes 200 103 113
Forest Fires 31 —
Highway, Duncan Fund 8,100 8,096 10,780
Highway, Town Road Aid 13,500 14,347 9,421
Highway, Subsidy, Regular 17,200 17,246 17,212
Highway, Added Subsidy 14,500 13,087 13,078
State Source Total Revenues $131,100 $155,123 $150,804
TOWN
Motor Vehicle Registrations $ 35,000 $ 38,264 $ 39,000
Dog Licenses 1,250 1,869 1,350
Permits and Filing Fees 3,500 2,802 2,500
Rental of Town Property — 65 100
Insurance Adjustments — 1,389
Interest on Taxes and Deposits 35,000 58,233 55,000
Income from Trust Funds 2,800 2,968 4,000
National Bank Stock 25 53 50
Refunds — 5,818 —
Income from Departments 3,000 1,216 1,000
Resident Taxes 9,500 10,390 10,500
Normal Yield Taxes 7,000 8,848 8,000
Town Source Total Revenue (Excluding
Property Taxes) $ 97,075 $131,915 $121,500
Federal, General Revenue Sharing Funds 39,600 33,283 33,496
TOTAL REVENUES ABOVE $267,775 $320,321 $305,800




March 29, 1980 Plainfield, N. H.
At a legal meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Plainfield, in the County of Sullivan, State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs, held at the Plainfield School Gymnasium
on Saturday, the twenty-ninth day of March at ten o'clock in the forenoon, the business was
disposed of in the following manner.
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator. All the requirements for opening of Town




of names on the Check List
of regular ballots cast


















































Treasurer for three years.
Had





Supervisor of the Check List for six years
Had
55
Basil D. McNamara was declared elected.
142
1
Library Trustee for three years, East Part of Town
Susan H. Carver Had
Nancy Pond "











Gayla Garner was declared elected.
11
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years
Joseph Salsbury Had 137
Ira Townsend 1
Alex Cherington 1
Joseph M. Salsbury was declared elected.
Auditor for two years.
Louise M. Sawyer Had 139
Louise M. Sawyer was declared elected.
ARTICLE II: Shall we adopt the provision of R.S.A. 654:34-2 permitting application for
change in party affiliations to be made with the Town Clerk.
Yes 95 No 8
ARTICLE III: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow on the credit of the Town,
such sums of money as may be necessary to meet current expenses in anticipation of taxes.
The following amendment was offered and it was moved and seconded that the foregoing
resolution be amended as follows.
Resolved: That the Finance Committee be instructed to explore the possibility and feasibility
of the Towns issuing tax anticipation notes for sale to the taxpayers of the Town, and that the
Finance Committee report their findings to the Selectmen prior to May 15, 1980.
It was voted in the affirmative to adopt the amendment
It was then unanimously voted in the affirmative that the resolution as amended be adopted
and it was so declared.
ARTICLE IV: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town authorize and instruct the Selectmen to withdraw from Revenue
Sharing Funds, established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972,
the sum of $39,600 in principal and interest for use as set-offs against the following operating
budget appropriations: Ambulance Services $1,500; Nursing Services, $4,000; Libraries,
$10,000; Welfare (Meals on Wheels) $1,500; Cemeteries, $2,000; Revenue Sharing Audit, $2,200;
Highway Dept., $18,400.
It was voted in the affirmative and it was so declared, the vote being unanimous.
ARTICLE V: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town accept the Reports of the Officers as printed in the 1979 Annual
Report, subject to corrections, and that a corrected copy be placed on file with the Town Clerk.
It was voted in the affirmative and was so declared.
ARTICLE VI: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $389,678.00 to defray town charges
for the 1980 fiscal year.
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1. Town Officers' Salaries $ 11,000.00
2. Town Officers. Expenses 15,550.00
3. Election and Registration 2,500.00
4. Town Building Expenses 3,000.00
5. Reappraisal 1,500.00
6. Retirement and Social Security 9,000.00
7. Police Department 28,900.00
8. Fire Department $8,600.00
Hydrant Rental 2,450.00
Forest Fire Exp. 500.00 -q ^^q qq
9. Care of Trees r 100.00
10. Insurance 20,600.00
11. Damages and Legal Expenses 3,500.00
12. Planning and Zoning 2,000.00
13. Ambulance, Nursing and Health Officer 5,900.00
14. Rubbish Removal 31,000.00
15. Town Maintenance 108,000.00
16. Street Lights 3,400.00
17. General Expense 10,000.00
18. Trucks and Plows 12,500.00
19. Town Road Aid (Town Share) 1,410.00
20. Grader and Loader 3,000.00
21. Fuel and Oil 17,000.00
22. Libraries (Meriden, $6,545; Plainfield, $4,500 ) 11,045.00
23. Town Poor 6,000.00
24. Old Age Assistance 1,000.00




29. Regional Associations 1,223.00
30. Principal Long Term Notes 10,000.00
31. Interest on Long Term Notes 50.00
32. Interest on Temporary Loans 13,000.00
33. Highway - Duncan Fund 8,100.00
34. Highway - Town Road Aid 13,500.00
35. Highway - Added Subsidy (Construction only) 14,500.00
$389,678.00
It was voted in the affirmative and it was so declared. The vote was unanimous.
ARTICLE VII: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town authorize the Selectmen to apply for, and accept and expend,
without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or governmental
unit or private source which becomes available during the fiscal year. Such article or item shall: 1
.
be used only for legal purposes for which a Town may appropriate money. 2. require the
Selectmen to hold a prior public hearing on tne action to be taken.
It was voted in the affirmative and it was so declared. The vote was unanimous.
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ARTICLE VIII: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it
be adopted.
Resolved: That the Town vote to discontinue a portion of what is known as Porter Road,
which portion is being realigned as shown on a survey plan entitled Town of Plainfield, Porter
Road Alignment Change, Plainfield, N. H.' which plan is dated July 6, 1979 and prepared by K.
A. LeClair Associates, Inc. which plan to be recorded in Sullivan County Registry of Deeds, said
portion to be discontinued as shown on said plan as 'Old Road'.
It was voted in the affirmative and it was so declared. The vote was unanimous.
ARTICLE IX: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of property acquired by
Tax Collector's Deed upon such terms as they shall determine to be appropriate.
It was voted in the affirmative and was so declared. The vote was unanimous.
ARTICLE X: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town authorize and instruct the Selectmen to purchase in the name of the
Town the so-called Theodore Lot gravel pit situated easterly of Lower River Road and southerly
of Ferry Hill Road; that the sum of $25,500 to be raised and appropriated for said purpose and
that the Selectmen be authorized and instructed to take all necessary action relating thereto.
It was voted in the affirmative and it was so declared. The vote was unanimous.
ARTICLE XI: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town authorize the Conservation Commission to retain the unexpended
portion of its 1980 appropriation and authorize the Selectmen to place said fund in a special
conservation fund in accordance with R.S.A 36-A:5.
Voted in the affirmative and it was so declared. The vote was unanimous.
ARTICLE XII: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it
be adopted.
Resolved: That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $360.00 as its share of the
cost of supporting the Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee Regional Association, the official State of New
Hampshire non-profit travel and tourism promotion association for this area.
It was voted in the affirmative and it was so declared. The vote was unanimous.
ARTICLE XIII: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it
be adopted.
Resolved: That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $450.00 to help support Headrest,
Inc. the 24 hour year-round crisis intervention, information and referral and emergency housing
center in return for services to be rendered in 1980.
It was voted in the affirmative and it was so declared. The vote was unanimous.
ARTICLE IX: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it be
adopted.
Resolved: That the Town increase the real estate exemptions on dormitories, dining halls, and
kitchens of Kimball Union Academy from $ 1 50,000 to $ 1 ,066,853 as allowed in R.S.A. 72:23 for
the 1980 tax year only.
Vote was by paper ballot and check list.
Yes 123 No 101
The vote was in the affirmative and it was so declared.
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ARTICLE XV: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it
be adopted.
Resolved: That the Town of Plainfield revert back to the constable system of police
protection, four (4) constables to be elected each year by the people of Plainfield. Two constables
shall reside east of the town shed and two constables shall reside west of the town shed.
It was voted in the negative and it was so declared.
ARTICLE XVI: Motion was made and seconded to lay Article XVI on the table. The vote was
in the affirmative and it was so declared.
ARTICLE XVII: Motion was made and seconded to lay Article XVII on the table. The vote
was in the affirmative and it was so declared.
ARTICLE XVIII: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that
it be adopted.
Resolved: That the Town authorize and instruct the Moderator to appoint a Finance
Committee of six persons to advise the Selectmen and other Town Officers in the prudential
affairs of the Town.
Voted in the affirmative and it was so declared.
ARTICLE XIX: The following resolution was offered and it was moved and seconded that it
be adopted.
Resolved: That the Town express thanks to John F. McNamara for his 25 years of service as
ballot clerk for the Democratic Party. His wit and many years of experience in Town affairs have
helped the many elections and Town Meetings during that time to proceed smoothly.
Hearty applause was accorded Mr. McNamara.
Mr. McNamara then had the honor of making the motion that the meeting stand adjourned. It
was seconded and voted in the affirmative.
Then the following persons came forward and in open meeting took the oath of office:
Malcolm Grobe as Moderator
Paul Franklin as Selectman
Basil McNamara as Supervisor
Howard Zea as Town Clerk
It was then voted that the meeting be closed.
A true copy Attest:
Howard Zea, Town Clerk





Paul B. Franklin, who was elected to a second term as Selectman in March of 1980 found it
necessary to resign from that office on July 15, 1980 due to demands on his time as a property
assessor for the state.
Paul's resignation was accepted with regrets, by Selectmen Stockwell and Amidon. and,
for other officers and Town's people with whom he had worked as Selectman.
Don S. Burnett was appointed on September 3, 1 980 to fill that vacancy until March 10, 1981
when the office will become open for election for the remaining two year term. Don, his wife
Sharlene and three daughters live on Hopkins Road in Meriden.
Buildings: Meriden Town Hall was spruced-up by painting the front and blinds, by
remortaring the brick foundation on the northwest side, by shoring-up the porch and reflooring
the entrance. The drive was also improved.
A new water well was developed at the Highway Garage area since the old one was going dry
about three months a year and the water it did provide was not fit for drinking. We have
Selectman Stan Colby of Cornish to thank for successfully locating the new water source through
his dousing ability, and efforts on our behalf.
Members of the Finance Committee joined the Selectmen in an up-keep tour of Town Halls,
Libraries and Highway Buildings at their August 14, 1980 joint meeting.
Personnel Changes: In the Police Department we now have John Nugent and David Yendell
who have joined Tim Crotts as Patrolmen.
In the Highway Department we now have John McNamara, Jr. and Stanley Rogers, who
rejoined the crew, with Arnold Chapman and Norman Torrey.
Highways: Hayward Road Bridge was replaced, by our crew, with a king size culvert in
August. This should have a long life and be maintenance free.
Also on our schedule was an arch type culvert purchased to replace the Westgate Road Bridge.
However, installation of the new metal unit, along with the necessary concrete foundations was
postponed due to other regular road maintenance, seemingly of greater urgency.
We were advised by bridge inspectors for the State of New Hampshire, in the latter part of
November, that replacement of the bridge was of the utmost urgency, that the bridge should be
closed. This was done immediately.
Replacement was decided against during the winter because of excessive cost at this season and
because alternative routing was available.
We have acquired two pieces of Highway equipment of minor expense; a road sanding unit for
use with the Town pick-up truck and a York rake, also used with the pick-up, for sweeping the
larger stones to the sides of our gravel roads.
Benson Amendment: Under Article HI of the Warrant for the March 29, 1980 Town Meeting,
David Benson asked that the Town's borrowing sources not be limited to banks or lending
institutions but that provision for the Town's borrowing from indeviduals be explored, that legal
enablement to do so be arranged.
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The practice and objectives suggested by the amendment do not appear to be in conflict with
current N. H. statutes and thus should require no action in this regard, if the need should arise.
The proposal was discussed by the Finance Committee and Selectmen at their May 7, 1980
meeting.
It was concluded that until conditions making borrowing of funds, in larger amounts
impossible or excessively expensive, we should continue to borrow commercially.
Health & Welfare: The early severe cold weather has rapidly depleted wood piles. Those
burning oil have fared no better. New Hampshire Emergency Fuel Assistance has distributed
$14,500,000 to help those in need, also Southwestern Community Services (N.H.) has been
available to assist qualified Plainfield applicants with aid.
Senior citizens of Plainfield were served by Lebanon and Windsor Meals-on-Wheels
organizations.
Ambulance services continued to be provided by the Lebanon and Windsor units.
The Visiting Nurse Service, Well Child Clinic and W.I.C. continue to serve our Town.
General: The Cornish-Plainfield Town Line was perambulated by Selectmen from each Town,
accompanied by interested citizens from Cornish. All line stones were located and marked, some
after much searching. The report of findings was written up by Mrs. Dan Poor.
Taxes: The Town's share of the tax rate dropped from $5.30 per thousand in 1979 to $3.20 in
1 980, while other communities were experiencing sizable increases. Modest appropriations and a
surplus in excess of $120,000 were the major reasons the low 1980 rate was possible.
1981 Preview
Taxes (continued): The Town's share of the tax rate is expected to rebound from the low of
$3.20 to perhaps over $6.00 although appropriations are projected at but 19.4% over 1980.
Current Use Assessment assignments continue to increase, reducing the property tax base. We
have included provision in the budget for at least a partial, fields and forest audit by
professionals, to verify that acreages and types now being granted are correct.
We plan to be reviewing all Current Use sketches, descriptions and progress reports in the tax
files, requesting up-dates or further details on many.
The State of New Hampshire Department of Administration has advised us that our
Sales /Assessments ratio, or equalization factor, for property taxation, as of April 1, 1980, was
81%. This means that, on an over all basis, properties in Town were worth 23.5% more at that
time, than they were when listed at the 1979 re-appraisal.
Emergency Services: Effective February 1, 1981 Plainfield Police dispatching by radio is being
performed by the Hanover, N. H. Municipal dispatching unit whose phone number is 1-643-
2222, from all parts of town. This is for emergency police calls only.
All Fire and Ambulance dispatching by radio continues to be handled be the Lebanon Fire
Dept. dispatching unit whose phone number is 448- 1212 from exchanges 298 and 469. Calls from
exchange 675 should be dialed 1-448-1212. These are for emergency Fire or Ambulance calls
only.
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Ambulance services continue to be furnished by the Windsor, Vt. and Lebanon, N. H.
municipal systems. Dispatching units will send from the nearest ambulance service unless the
further ambulance service is specifically requested.
The Town pays annual retainer fees to the systems to provide the service, however, there are
per-mile charges in addition which are billed directly to those requesting and 'or receiving the
ambulance service.
The Cornish Rescue Squad, a very capable fully volunteer organization, is alerted by Fire and
Ambulance dispatch and or Plainfield Police and responds to all emergency calls in Plainfield,
of possible bodily injuries.
Buildings: Remortaring the south-west brick foundation of the Meriden Town Hall and
electrical work and painting of the entry room and kitchen of the Plainfield Town Hall are
planned.
Personnel: The 1981 budget for Highway crew provided for increases in wages and insurance
averaging 10.5%.
Officers: Officer's salaries, unchanged since 1977, were reviewed, with increases budgeted for
some. The overall average being 7%.
Highways: Replacement of the Westgate Road Bridge, replacement of the Penniman Road
Bridge, with a Hayward Bridge type culvert, and major repairs on the Jordan Lane Bridge are
budgeted.
A heavy schedule of sand-blasting and painting of bridge beams is planned, for this summer, to
extend the lives of those bridges not marked for early replacement. This program appears to
justify the acquisition of an air compressor heavy enough to handle sand-blasting and jack-
hammer requirements.
The 1 973 gasoline powered dump truck should be replaced with a new diesel unit due to its age,
maintenance-requirements, and the significant fuel cost savings obtainable by going to diesel
power.
Road sealing is presently planned for Bean Road, Methodist Hill Road and the north-west end
of main street in Meriden.
General: We are concerned with the mounting accumulations of rubbish, junk cars, etc.
throughout the Town. We have requested the Conservation Committee to determine if a Town
ordinance should and could be drawn-up by them to provide standards, along with provisions for
enforcement, to help clean up the Town and to preserve its beauty.
We have directed the Chief of Police to develop a program for, and to enforce any laws now on
the books, in this regard.
Notices have been posted at two stores and the two Town Halls reminding dog owners that the
leash law, endorsed by vote at the November 4, 1980 election, will be enforced.
The Sullivan District Soil Conservation service completed and furnished to the Town an
updated map of agricultural land in the Town on August 8, 1 980 which is available for viewing at
the Town Office.
Thanks again to all who have worked with, and helped us, to administer the Town's business,







SUMMARY OF LUMBERING OPERATIONS
January 1, 1980 - December 31, 1980
No. of Operations
Board feet of Soft Wood Cut
Board Feet of Hard Wood Cut
Cordwood in Cords








PLAINFIELD FREE BED FUND
Balance brought forward July 1, 1979
Allotment
Available for Fiscal Year
Services rendered






REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
Your Planning Board had a busy and productive year in 1 980. The Board held regular monthly
meetings at 7:00 p.m. on the third Monday of every month as well as four special meetings
throughout the year. In the course of these meetings, 22 Public Hearings were held for minor sub-
divisions and 3 for major sub-divisions. Of the 22 minor sub-divisions formally applied for, all
were approved. One of the proposed major sub-divisions was approved and considerable
headway was made toward the approval of the second one applied for. All of this activity resulted
in the creation of 28 new lots and 4 parcels for annexation to existing lots.
At least 40 private individuals consulted the Board on an informal basis prior to making formal
subdivision application and we were asked to make recommendations on a number of other
matters throughout the year. In addition to the usual requests from the ZBA on all Special
Exceptions and Variances, recommendations were sought regarding an application for a
Discretionary Easement and an application for the sale of development rights on agricultural
land to the State. Members also made one site inspection and participated in a joint meeting of
Town Officials to receive the new Important Farmlands Map of Plainfield from the Soil
Conservation Service. Board member, Mary Cassedy, continued to serve with the Upper Valley-
Lake Sunapee Regional Council. Members of the Board have also begun working with a regional
committee that is presently concerned with the development situation at the Lebanon Airport.
This year the Board purchased a copy of Anderson's American Law of Zoning the
acknowledged 'bible' in legal matters regarding zoning. The volumes are kept in the Town Office
and have proved to be a handy reference.
The terms of Ad Benware and Sheila Stone expired this year, and the Board would like to
thank them both for their years of service to Plainfield. In their places we have welcomed Bea
Clark and 'veteran' planner Lou Houser.
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The Board would also like to take this opportunity to thank road agent, Clayton Hutchins, and
highway engineer, Jeff Albright, for their cooperation and expertise on matters of driveway
location and new road construction.
Respectfully submitted










Your Finance Committee met quarterly with the Selectmen this past year. At each meeting, the
budget was reviewed in detail, and an up-to-date accounting of expenditures was studied and
analyzed for each period. It is the opinion of the Committee that the town's finances are in order
and are well managed within the budget appropriations.
One meeting was devoted to an on-site study of the town's physical assets, ie: buildings and
equipment and certain deficiencies were noted. Recommendations and suggestions have been
made and priorities have been established for the correction of these deficiencies and for
corrective measures where necessary.
Your committee was invited to meet with the School Board at their budget deliberations
during January. Several members did attend and felt that their participation was of value to both
groups. The Committee suggests that this participation be expanded to include all budget










PLAINFIELD BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Special Exceptions were granted during the year 1980 to:
1. Robert and Mary Veale to allow the construction of a seasonal cottage in East Plainfield in
the Conservation Zone.
2. Donald M. MacLeay to allow the establishment of a retail sales carpet store at MacLeay's
garage and vehicle storage location on Route 12A in the V. R. Zone.
3. Walter and Dody Clifford to allow the operation of a saw mill and wood working shop on a
lot on Eaton Road in East Plainfield in the R.C. 1 Zone.
Variances were granted in 1980 to:
1
.
The Plainfield Volunteer Fire Department to allow the construction of a 30' x 30' addition to
the existing fire house with less than required side lot depth and to exceed the 20% limit for
maximum lot coverage.
2. Steven Ladd to allow construction of an attached solar greenhouse with less than the
required 30' set back from the public right of way.
3. Alfred Joslyn to construct a woodshed with less than the required side and rear yard
dimensions.
Variances were denied to:
1. Henry Therrien, Jr. to allow the construction of an apartment over the 'Carpet Shed'.
2. Henry Therrien, Jr. to allow the erection of a business sign at his 'Carpet Shed' location with
more than the permitted 32-square feet.
Special exceptions were denied to:
1. George West to allow the expansion of his car repair business on Route 12A.
Edmund Goodwin was issued a special Special Mobile Home Park Permit to operate the former
Vernon Hood Park with a maximum of eighteen sites - permit to expire March 8, 1986.
On July 28, the Singing Hills Christian Fellowship, Inc. was granted their appeal of the Zoning
Administrator's decision denying the construction of a chapel and twelve-unit family center. A
rehearing on the matter was denied on August 1 1, 1980.
Linda and Robin Carpenter's appeal of the Zoning Administrator's decision granting Singing
Hills Christian Fellowship, Inc. a zoning permit to allow the construction of a chapel and twelve-
unit family center was denied.
Respectfully submitted,




Discussion of land issues dominated the Conservation Commission's meetings during 1980.
For several years, we have been concerned with the proper use ot the Spencer Lot, the town's
conservation land on Columbus-Jordan Road. We were therefore receptive to a proposal from
Debbie Rein, a Dartmouth student, that she be permitted to study the land and design for it a self-
guiding nature trail. Ms. Rein's report was presented to the Commission in September. Our next
task is to evaluate and implement her plans for the trail. We hope to receive help on this project
from the Dartmouth Outing Club, as well as from interested townspeople.
The majority of Commission members feel that a need exists for conservation/ recreation land
which is more accessible from Plainfield Village. We've spent many hours looking at available
properties whose location and nature fit our requirements, and whose cost is in line with the funds
we have available. No decisions have been made yet regarding any particular property, and
Commission members would appreciate receiving input from townspeople regarding the issue of
land acquisition.
Town Clean-up Day was less successful in 1980 than in previous years, perhaps due to the
inclement weather. There will be a sign-up sheet posted at Town Meeting again for those willing
to take responsibility for covering specific roads, as well as for those willing to serve on a Clean-
up Day Committee. The Commission thanks those who participated last year, and commends
those like Yolande Moore, who pick up roadside litter throughout the year. Please try to join in
the 1981 clean-up effort.
Continuing a fine tradition, the Plainfield Elementary School Class of 1980 planted a tree on
school property, with the help of Ruth Ann Wheeler and Longacre's Nursery. Two members of
that class were selected by the Commission to attend the Youth Conservation Camp at
Interlochen. Sarah Spencer and Kate Whybrow indicated by their reports to the Commission
that the camp is indeed effective in furthering conservation education for youth.
On Thanksgiving morning, a rabble of runners wound their way from the Plainfield
Elementary School to the Plainfield Fire Station in the Commission's Annual Turkey Trot.
Although we don't yet rival the Boston Marathon, this event is fun for the growing number of
participants who turn out each year.
The revised edition of the Plainfield Town Map is still available at the Town Office at a cost of
$.50. The Conservation Commission would like to remind townspeople of its role to promote
conservation in our town. We are empowered to accept gifts of land or money to be used for











This year, we on the Recreation Commission, feel that we sponsored several very successful
recreational activities for the Town of Plainfield. Our summer baseball program included 1 T-
Ball team, 3 Little League teams, and 1 midget team, in which approximately 70 town children
participated.
We also had a summer recreation program this year, after a year's absence, which included
crafts, sports, outdoor programs and swimming at Singing Hills. This program ran for eight
weeks and attracted an average of 40 children a day.
We also have received much cooperation from Kimball Union Academy in the use of its
facilities for public swimming and skating this year.
We are looking forward to another year of providing as many of the recreational activities








During the calendar year 1980, eighty-six building permits were issued. Thirty-one
zoning permit applications were applied for. Nineteen were approved and twelve were
denied.
1980 building permits compare with 1979, and break-down as follows:






































REPORT OF THE HEALTH OFFICER
As of last February, the Health Officer no longer performs the inspections of new septic
systems. This is now done by the representative from the New Hampshire Water Supply and
Polution Control Commission. This is presently Mr. Fred Mock who has an office in Lebanon
City Hall. (448-3442)





The following is a report of the activities of the Plainfield Police Department for the year







Sex Offense (Except Rape) 1
Driving While Intoxicated 4
Offense Against Family & Children 6
Disorderly Conduct 8
Criminal Mischief 16
Total Crimes & Complaints 607
Motor Vehicle Accidents 57
Alarms 62
Dog Complaints 61
House Check Requests 17
Juvenile Offenses 14
Medical Emergencies 33
Motor Vehicle Complaints 89
Ordinance Enforcement 3
Emergency and Life Relay 12
Suspicious Subjects 49
Trespassing (Human) 2
Trespassing ( Livestock) 5
Police Information 49
Motor Vehicle Citations 50
Arrests 11
Total Other Activities 1 844
In last year's report it was stated that the department's goal would be to keep our town a quiet
place in which to live. 1980 was a successful year. Through the increase in community
participation, (an increase of over 5%), and through the use of selective and preventive patrol
methods our crime rate has dropped by 37% from 1979.
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Because of the increase in motor vehicle enforcement activities, (an increase of over 325%,) and
because of the fine job done by our highway department and a decrease in inclement weather, our
motor vehicle accident rate dropped over 10%.
This coming year there will be a change in our dispatching service. Effective February 1 , 1 98
1
our new phone number will be 643-2222. I would like to express my deepest thanks to Leigh
Sykes for the outstanding service that was provided to our department during 1980.
A special thanks to Tim Crotts, Dave Yendell, John Nugent, and Bob Orr for the fine
performance of their duties. I would also like to thank the fire departments for their speedy and
efficient assistance during the several emergencies that occurred during the year.
In 1981, our department's plans include the completion of state certification of all part time
police officers, along with an emphasis on burglary prevention and to drive our town's accident
rate even lower. Again 1 want to stress the importance of community involvement, your help is
needed to keep our community a safe one. Any suspicious activities or crimes in progress should
be reported immediately to our dispatch.
Finally, I wish to thank the Board of Selectmen for their heln and sunnort throughout the year.
Very truly yours,





NEW HAMPSHIRE GENERAL COURT
Inasmuch as this was an interim year there were no legislative activities on the floor of the
House with the exception of two 'recall' days when we had to meet to bail our several state
agencies which were in a financial bind. The Title XX monies were over-contracted and over-
subscribed; also the education for the handicapped fund was short in the State's obligated share.
We are told that this session will see a repeat of the latter plus a serious deficiency in highway
funds. Look for increases in our current revenue raising measures.
I was chairman of a monitoring committee for the House which oversaw the low income fuel
assistance program. It was considerably puzzling to watch the indecision of the agency in charge
due mainly to the uncertainty of dates when Federal funding would come through. This year N.
H. has an increased amount of money for this program, now known as HEAP. There was no
problem in timing, and the agency in charge has done a good job.
My activities in politics involve my position as chairman of the Sub-committee on Aging of the
National Conference of State Legislatures. It is an honor for N. H. to have a chair in this
organization. I had charge of two different seminars on subjects of concern to the elderly; Social
Security initiatives and Employment of the Older Worker, both held in Washington. I also
represented the NCSL at a mini-White House conference on Energy and the Elderly held this fall
in Newton, Mass. Energy is a big subject for action in this session of the Legislature. Hazardous
waste disposal, solar, wind and alternate forms of energy for our state will consume much of our
time. Also, it is my hope that N. H. can pass a bottle bill this term.
Once again I was appointed to represent the House on the N. H. State Council on Aging. This
position has given me a great deal of satisfaction as we oversee all of the programs benefitting the
older New Hampshire person. I believe that the towns and counties will see an ever-increasing
responsibility in funding these programs in the future as the Federal Government pulls back.
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As the newly appointed Majority Whip of the House, I shall be busy, since I have also retained
my vice-chairmanship of the Executive Departments and Administration committee. We shall be
dealing with the sunsetting of 26 regulatory boards. Reapportionment of the state will also be
coming up this time around. It looks like a full session.
Please feel free to call on me when I can be of help in any matter concerning state agencies. My
number at home is 469-3313.
Respectfully submitted,
Sara M. Townsend
REPORT OF THE NURSING SERVICE
The nursing service and preventive health care to the Town of Plainfield continues to be
supplied by the Lebanon Area Health Council. Our town has contracted with them for their
service on a per capita residency fee of $2.45 based on last year's populatin figure of 1 ,675. The fee
is paid quarterly in installments of $1,032.68.
A total of 1 1 8 skilled nursing and 43 physical therapy visits were rendered during the calendar
year to Plainfield clients. Of that number persons over 65 years of age received 92 nursing and 35
physical therapy calls.
The well-child clinic cared for 15 children under 6 years of age and 8 of them attended the
dental clinic. Nurses visited 9 new-born babies at home. The WIC (Women's, Infant's and
Children's program) supplied nutritional supplements and dietary instruction to 2 infants, 23
children (ages one to five years) and seven women.
Because of the difficulty of the Sullivan County Homemaker Service in supplying our town
with homemaker/ home health aid service, the Lebanon Area Health Council has now contracted
to provide this care in Plainfield. This should make it easier for our citizens to obtain these
services. This contract was signed on December 8, 1 980 and services have been available from the
Lebanon Area Health Council since that date.
I urge our residents to call the Lebanon Area Health Council at 448-1597 and to use their
services for skilled nursing care, physical therapy, well-child care and any questions pertaining to




LEBANON AREA HEALTH COUNCIL, INC.
Annual Report to Town of Plainfield
Service Visits Provided
(As of December 1, 1980)
Age 1-28 Age 21-44 Age 45-64 Age 65+ Total
Skilled Nursing 1 7 18 92 118
Physical Therapy 3 5 35 43
Well Child Clinic 15 15
Dental Clinic 8 8
Newborn Visits 9 9
33 10 23 127 193
WIC Recipients Infants 0-1 Children 1-5 Women Total
23 7 32
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REPORT OF HOUSING STUDY COMMITTEE
ELDERLY HOUSING FOR PLAINFIELD
The committee of three, Joan Bishop, Bob Sodemann and I called several meetings this past
year. We began in February of 1980 with Mort Blumenthal of the New England Non-profit
Housing corporation as our speaker. There was some enthusiasm for this way of building
housing, but we would have needed at least $1,500 up-front money plus an incorporated group
with a lawyer and an architect as members, desirably. In connection with this plan, we attended a
meeting of the Norwich group which has been working for over two years. It seemed to those of us
who were there that we are too small to attempt this route. It would, however, be the most
innovative.
Once again we consulted with the New Hampshire Housing commission and were given the
word that this town could vote to pursue the HUD or FmHa Method of funding, with no expense
to the town. The problem lies with the fact that no builder seems to be interested in building fewer
than 15-20 units of housing. Our need at this time is not that great; ten would be more like it.
However, if another survey were to be taken we might be surprised. The economy has dictated
changes for people who did not think they would be willing to live in group housing.
At last year's town meeting a report was handed out, but there did not seem to be much
enthusiasm for the project. We mentioned the need for a site with at least two and a half acres with
central location and sewerage. No offers were heard. That would still apply.
There was an attempt to promote mobile home occupancy under subsidized housing in the
court in Plainfield, but that was not accepted by the owner. A subsidy of up to $75.00 per month
could be allowed, but the court owner would have to agree to act as landlord, renting the mobile
homes.
The latest attempt to find a way to achieve elderly housing for our citizens who need it was to
have Michael Woodward of Stockton and Woodward speak to the committee. Once again, it
seemed to us that the financing was just too complicated for a small group of volunteers to
handle. Also, we did not have a site in mind. This seems to be a prerequisite of any future
planning.
It is the opinion of this committee that there could indeed be more enthusiasm for a Housing
project for the senior citizens of Plainfield than has heretofore been shown. We feel somewhat
frustrated and would welcome debate at town meeting. For this purpose an article will be on the
warrant. Please decide what direction the town should go in, or should the idea be discarded?
As chairman, I wish to thank the members of the committee, plus Len Koehler and Mary and








This committee was appointed by the Selectmen and the Moderator in April, 1980 in response
to a charge made by Dr. Peter Whybrow at the 1980 Town Meeting. His charge requested that
this committee explore with the Kimball Union administration ways to clarify the present tuition
arrangement of Plainfield students who wish to attend the Academy rather than Lebanon High
School. The goal was for a tax arrangement which would be acceptable to both the Town and
Kimball Union.
The committee met each month with subcommittees functioning in the interim. Two public
meetings were held to receive suggestions from the community, to disseminate information, and
to respond to voters' questions. After much fact-finding and thought your committee developed a
new proposal which we can unanimously support. This proposal was presented and explained at
the second public meeting held in Plainfield on January 15, 1981.
Your committee recommends that the town continue to grant KUA an exemption based on the
educational services KUA provides to the town, but that instead of reimbursing KUA by this
means for 1 00% of the services provided, as in former years, the Town of Plainfield will reimburse
KUA for only 60% of these educational services. The remaining 40% of the cost of educational
services provided by KUA but not reimbursed by the town through tax exemption would
represent payment to the Town of Plainfield out of KUA resources to cover core town services of
highways and bridges, rubbish removal, police and fire. An increment for grammar school
education of KUA faculty children is also included.
We believe this is a fair and equitable arrangement for this year. Since the article must be
reconsidered by the town each year, we also recommend that the moderator appoint a committee
which will review this arrangement on an annual basis.
Respectfully submitted,
Margaret Meyette David Pond
Stephen Beaupre Benjamin Judy
Francis Egan Roxanne Waldner






Of the Town of Plainfield in Sullivan County for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1980.
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from the official








To the Selectmen, Town of Plainfield:
This is to certify that we have examined the books and accounts of the Selectmen, Town Clerk,
Tax Collector, Treasurer, Trustees of Trust Funds, and other officers of the Town of Plainfield
for the year ending December 31, 1980, and find them correct to the best of our knowledge.
Pamela Wilson
Louise Sawyer
February 7, 1981 Auditors
Smith, Batchelder & Rugg
Certified Public Accountants
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Plainfield, New Hampshire
We have examined the financial statements of the various funds of the Town of Plainfield, New
Hampshire, as indicated in the foregoing index, for the year ended December 31, 1979. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and,
accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as
we considered necessary in the circumstances.
The Town records fixed assets at replacement cost. This practice is not in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles which require that fixed assets be recorded at original
cost.
In our opinion, except for the recording of fixed assets at replacement cost, as mentioned in
the preceding paragraph, the aforementioned financial statements and the supporting schedule
present fairly the financial position of the Town of Plainfield, New Hampshire as of December
31, 1979 and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.




SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION




House Trailers assessed as personal property — 16 89,350
Total valuation before exemptions allowed $31,241,946
Less:
Blind Exemptions - 1 $ 15,000
Elderly exemptions - 23 194,200
School Dining Room, Dorm etc. RSA 72:23 1,066.853
Total Exemptions Allowed




New England Power Co.
N. H. Electric Coop
TOTAL
Number of Inventories distributed in 1980
Number of Inventories properly completed and filed in 1980
Number of Individuals applying for an Elderly Exemption in 1980










15 at $ 5,000
4 at 10,000
4 at 20,000









Singing Hills Christian Fellowship
Educational Institutions
Kimball Union Academy
New England Wildflower Association
Plainfield Historical Society
Public Service Institutions
Meriden Volunteer Fire Dept.
Meriden Village Water District
Plainfield Volunteer Fire Dept.
Upper Valley Humane Society
State ofNew Hampshire
Land on Stage Road
Current Use Exemptions


























Number of Individual Property Owners who were granted Current Use
Exemption in 1980 141
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use in 1980





A. White Pine Types 36
B. Hardwood Types 30














APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
APPROPRIATIONS
Town Officers' salaries $ 11,000.00
Town Officers' expenses 15,550.00
Election and Registration expenses 2,500.00
Town Hall and Other Buildings expense 3,000.00
Reappraisal of Property- 1,500.00
Police Department 28,900.00
Fire Departments, including Forest fires 11,550.00
Care of Trees 100.00






Summer and Winter Maintenance $108,000.00
Town Road Aid 1,410.00
Street Lighting 3,400.00
General Expenses 10,000.00
Trucks and Plows 12,500.00
Grader and Loader 3,000.00








Damages and Legal expenses 3,500.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 1,223.00
Employees' Retirement and Social Security 9,000.00
Payment of Debt
Principal, Long term notes 10,000.00
Interest, Long term notes 50.00




Added Subsidy — Highway 14,500.00
Article X - Gravel Pit Purchase 25,500.00
Article XII - Dartmouth Lake Sunapee Regional Association 360.00
Article XIII - Headrest 450.00
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $415,988.00
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
Resident Taxes $ 10,440.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 25.00
Yield Taxes 7,000.00
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STATEMENT OF APPROP. AND TAXES ASSESSED (Continued)
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Resident Tax Penalties
Meals and Rooms Tax



















Motor Vehicle Permit fees
Dog Licenses
Bus Licenses, permits and filing fees











TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
Total Town Appropriations
















Less Business Profits Tax Reimbursement
Plus War Service Credits
Plus Overlay
Property Taxes to be Raised
Property Taxes to be Raised


















WAR SERVICE TAX CREDITS
Totally and Permanently disabled veterans
All other qualified persons
Total Number and Amount
RESIDENT TAXES ASSESSED 1044
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COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET





In Hands of Treas.
































TOTAL LIABILITIES ($342,513.28) ($369,048.41;
CAPITAL
Joint Construction, $ (530.24)
State
Reserve Funds * (8,084.93) (8,263.62)
Surplus (133,912.82) (74,563.42)
(141,997.75) (83,357.28)
TOTAL LIABILITIES & CAPITAL ( $484,511.03) ($452,406.19
)
Surplus Increase (Decrease) $143,541.56 $(59,349.40)
RECONCILIATION OF
OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long Term Debt - December 31, 1979 $10,000.00
Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year: 10,000.00
Outstanding Long Term Debt — December 31, 1980 — —
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REVENUE SHARING REPORT
On Hand - Savings Account - 1/1/80 $37,856.39
Received from Federal Government - 1980 33,712.00










Welfare (Meals on Wheels) 1,500
Cemeteries 2,000
Rev. Sharing Audit 2,200
Highways 18,400





REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
For Year Ending December 31, 1980
Dr.
1861 Auto permits $38,264.00











(FOR CURRENT YEAR'S LEVY)
SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
Levy of 1980
- DR.
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes

















Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes 1,250.89





National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Interest Collected














Uncollected Taxes- December 31, 1980:
2,926.41
240.00














PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
Levy of 1979
- DR. -
























Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes 3,431.89
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 54.00
TOTAL DEBITS
- CR. -
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
$109,889.34




Land Use Changes Taxes
Interest Collected During Year















Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1980
866.05
458.68










Uncollected Taxes - As ofJanuary 1, 1980 :
Yield Tax $ 87.84
$ 87.84
TOTAL DEBITS $ 87.84
- CR. -
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1980:
Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1980:





SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS




(a) Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
January 1, 1980
(b) Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year








Redemption Costs 217.40 147.90 18.40
TOTAL DEBITS $56,168.92 $21,471.56 $ 4,123.48
- Cr. -
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded to Town During Year










$56,186.92 $21,471.56 $ 4,123.48
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1980 $ 340,286.68
Receipts from all sources through December 31, 1980 2,040,456.41
Grand Total $2,380,743.09
Less Selectmen's Orders paid 2,043,920.46




CASH ON HAND 1/1/80 $ 340,286.68
CURRENT YEARS - TAXES 687,718.04
PREVIOUS YEARS - TAXES 1 59,012.30
FROM STATE 155,125.72
LOCAL SOURCES, EXCEPT TAXES 96,492.37
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUES 366,854.65
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES $1,805,489.76
Ministers of the Meriden Congregational Church in attendance at the observance of
the Church's 200th anniversary in May 1980. Stephen Weaver, N.H. Conference
Minister; James Glasser, 1948-1951; Roy Chamberlin, Jr., 1945-1947; Gregory Mar-
shall, Present Minister 1980- ; Deborah Walters, Interim Minister 1979; James Link,
1964-1968; Mason Ellison, 1969-1979; Jack Hemenway, 1956-1964.
Photo by Erich Witzel
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SUMMARY OF EXPENSES
Town Officers' Salaries I 10,597.04
Town Officers' Expenses 13,874.64
Election and Registration 2,205.73
Reappraisal 1,910.06
Town Buildings Expense 4,797.09






Summer Maintenance (Including Highway Subsidy) 55,754.80
Winter Maintenance 30,147.41
Duncan Fund 8,124.37
Added Highway Subsidy 14,573.43
TRA-Town Share 1,408.23
Trucks and Plows 1 3,340.59
Grader and Loader 6,025.01
FuelandOil 18,315.66
General Expenses of Highway Department 13,932.69
Street Lighting 3,085.35
Libraries 10,863.15






Damages and Legal Expenses 4,088.32
Advertising and Regional Associations 1,223.00
Taxes Bought By Town 54,657.94
Discounts, and Refunds 7,258.19
Reitrement and Social Security 9,761.18
Interest 17,766.02
Land, Buildings and New Equipment 25,415.00
Temporary Loans and Fund Transfers 919,822.00
County and State Taxes 57,662.87
School District Approprations 610,688.95
TOTAL $2,043,920.46
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS





















Interest and Dividends Tax
Bank Stock Tax






























Dog Licenses $ 1,869.15
Business Licenses & Permits







Town Clerks Fees 413.50
Current Use Fees 99.00 2,802.50
Rent of Town Property 65.00
Income from Departments
Copies etc. 106.27
Sale of Maps 136.75
Sale of Cemetery Lots 595.00
Police - Private 242.50







DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS (Continued)
Interest on Deposits $ 49,308.00
Income from Trust Funds 2,968.00
Registration of Motor Vehicles 38,264.00
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUES
Insurance Adjustments
Keating Ins. — Truck damage $ 1,388.67
Refunds
Keating Ins. Overbilling 3,851.70
Meriden Vol. Fire Dept., Gas 205.55
We lfare re funds 1,760.73
$ 5,817.98
Revenue Sharing 33,283.00
Yield Tax Security Deposits 1,365.00
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 325,000.00
366,854.65
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES $1,805,489.76
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Payroll $ 8,885.78
Treasurer, State of N. H., FICA 767.07
International Revenue Service, Withholding 229.92
Claremont National Bank, Withholding 714.27 $ 10,597.04
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
T. Paul Amidon, Selectmen's expenses $ 265.32
Barrett Press, Printing 128.05
Brown and Saltmarsh, Forms 139.82
Business Products of N. H., Copy Paper 1 77.57
Don Burnett, Selectmen's Expenses 4.00
Burt Printing, Town Reports $ 2,195.80
Claremont National Bank, Withholding 478.25
Claremont National Bank, Payroll Service 331.60
Dow Manufacturing, Dog Tags 39.90
Equity Publishing Co., RSA's 42.00
Paul Franklin, Selectmen's Expense 100.55
Greydon Freeman, office supplies 39.01
Hildreths Hardware, office supplies 4.69
Homestead Press, Forms 37.75
Internal Revenue Service 161.19
Johnson's Home Center, Supplies 18.85
Kimballs, Calculator & Supplies 204.90
Z. E. LaForge, Recording Fees 185.32
Lawyers Coop Publishing Co., Law Books 187.50
Joseph Marotti, Book Binding etc 1,179.00
A. E. Martell, Supplies 239.72
Dorothy McNamara, Office Supplies 76.69
B. S. MacWilliams, Recording .90
Meriden Country Store, Office Supplies 30.83
Meriden Telephone Co. 635.31
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES (Continued)
Meriden Vol. Fire Dept., Delivery 50.00
Microfilm Services, Storage 39.00
Municipal Computer Services, Billings 605.59
N. H. Law Directory 16.25
N. H. Local Welfare Association, Dues 8.00
N. H. Municipal Association, Dues 300.00
N. H. Tax Collector's Assoc, Dues & Meeting 34.50
Pitney Bowes, Postage Meter Rental 1 34.50
Plainfield Vol. Fire Dept., Delivery 50.00
Postmaster, Plainfield 4.00
Postmaster, Meriden 1,014.60
Powers Country Store, Office Supplies 20.37
Real Data Corporation, Supplies 26.00
Ross Express, Delivery 8.60
Smith, Batchelder & Rugg, Audit 2,350.00
Fred Sweet, Expenses 50.00
David W. Stockwell, Selectmen's Expenses 96.12
Tom-Ray Office Supplies, Rack 39.78
Treasurer, State of N. H., Supplies 49.39
Treasurer, State of N, H., FICA 292.88
Valley News, Advertising 163.05
White River Paper Co., Supplies 69.43
Windsor Printing, Forms 45.68
Howard Zea, Clerk's Expense 189.18
Payroll 3,313.20
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
Roger Burt, Printing $ 81.75
Claremont National Bank, Withholding 8.08
Internal Revenue Service, Withholding .66
Municipal Computer Services, Check lists 135.00
Plainfield Historical Society, election meals 90.00
Plainfield Coop Kindergarten, election meals 90.00
Meriden Congregational Church, election meals 180.00
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire, FICA 32.10
Valley News, Ads $ 201.04
Howard Zea, expenses 9.00
Payroll 1,378.10
APPRAISAL
Olive Moyer, Map revision $ 514.05
Treasurer, State of N. H., Appraising 1,396.01
TOWN BUILDING EXPENSE
Alex Cherington, repairs $ 72.86
Connecticut Valley Electric 574.23
George Dunham, refund for supplies 24.07
Eugene Fadden, painting and repairs 276.45
Granite State Electric, service 67.19
Johnson & Dix, fuel 657.19
Johnson's Home Center, Supplies 41.23
Philip Johnson, painting 600.00





DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES (Continued)
ELECTION & REGISTRATION (Cont.)
K-Mart, supplies 58.20
Don MacLeay, service 60.00
Clifton Marsh, repairs 750.35
Plainfield Village Water District, service 90.00
Purcell Oil Co., fuel 367.63
Suburban Natural Gas, service & fuel 946.11
Elmer C. Towne, repairs 10.00
PLANNING AND ZONING
Barrett Press, printing $ 48.71
Judith Belyea, expenses 218.89
Claremont National Bank, withholding 17.27
Alex Cherington, expenses 26.15
Z. E. LaForge, recording 16.00
Postmaster, Meriden, postage 345.40
Society for Protection of N.H. Forests 10.00
Ira Townsend, postage refund 58.75
Treasurer, State of N.H. , FICA 65.61
Valley News, notices 470.08
Payroll 841.22
POLICE
Chronicle Press, printing $ 283.19
Claremont National Bank, withholding 1,645.75
Timothy Crotts, expenses 2.00
George Dunham, expenses 52.19
Equity Publishing, laws 56.00
Gateway Arms, supplies 129.24
Griswolds Garage, repairs to cruiser 146.40
Internal Revenue Service, withholding 273.96
J & D Auto Parts, repair parts 80.70
Johnson's Home Center, supplies 71.25
Kimballs, supplies 158.99
K-Mart, supplies 54.99
Michael Lima, First Aid Kit $ 100.00
Meriden Telephone, service 429.71
Municipal Police, supplies 30.00
New England Telephone, service 722.32
Medical Association, physical 52.50
Mt. Ascutney Medical Association, physicals 40.00
Orin's Arco, repairs 87.16
Plainfield General Store, gas 32.50
Plainfield Foreign Auto, repairs 47.00
Poultney Rubber Stamp, stamp 11.29
Sears, typewriter 281.86
Richard Sherburne, ammunition 155.34
Soucy's Garage, inspections and gas 46.71
Sykes Associates, dispatching and uniforms 4,632.84
State of New Hampshire, microfiche 150.00
State of New Hampshire, FICA 364.61
Town House Gun Shop, supplies 87.50




DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES (Continued)
POLICE (Continued)
Texaco, gas 2,554.22
Union Leader, advertising 28.92
Wilson Tire Co., tires 523.21
Wayne 's Garage 245.85
David Yendell, expenses 12.88
Payroll 15,150.60
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
Douglas Grearson, expenses - Fire School $ 25.72
Lester Bouchier, expenses - Fire School 18.24
Ira Townsend, expenses - Fire School 18.24
Gardiner MacLeay, expenses - Fire School 9.12
Jeb Huntoon, expenses - Fire School 7.92
Richard Kostandian, expenses - Fire School 7.92
Frank Egan, expenses - Fire School 7.92
Meriden Water District, hydrant rental 1,200.00
Plainfield Water District, hydrant rental 1,250.00
Meriden Volunteer Fire Dept., appropriation .... 3,520.00
Plainfield Vol. Fire Dept., appropriation 4,300.00
Purcell Oil Co., gas 1,005.55
City of Lebanon, dispatching 1,631.00
INSURANCE
Blue Cross-Blue Shield, premiums $ 3,475.67
Keating Insurance 24,093.70
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire-UCC 54.27
TRASH REMOVAL
City of Lebanon, landfill cost $ 6,241.71
G S Truck Equipment, Inc., dumpster parts 211.20
Kibby Equipment, parts 35.50
Noel Vincent Trucking, trash pickup 23,752.50
SUMMER MAINTENANCE (Inc. Highway Subsidy)
Allard's Inc., rental $ 19.00
Armco, Inc., culvert bands 441.75
Blaktop, black top 612.89
Claremont National Bank, withholding 4,053.31
Daniels Drilling, drilling and blasting 3,555.70
Don's Sales & Service, parts and repairs 21.00
Dulac's, supplies 103.55
William Franklin, hay 45.00





Claremont National Bank, withholding $ 2.63
Douglas Grearson, expenses 32.47
Lebanon Area Health Council 4,1 30.72
City of Lebanon, Ambulance Dispatch 1,000.00
Town of Windsor, Ambulance Dispatch 819.00
Treasurer, State of N. H. FICA 6.11
Payroll, Health Officer 57.02
6,047.95
$ 30,240.91
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Kibby Equipment, Torch 72.73
Lebanon Crushed Stone, aggregates and sand 2,847.62
Don MacLeay, equipment rental 1,402.00
John H. McNamara, Jr., equipment rental 1,045.00
Miller Construction Co., crane rental 234.00
Miller Ready Mix 1 36.40
Northeastern Culverts, pipe arch 10,505.78
Taylor Rental, equipment rental 92.35
Treasurer. State of N. H., FICA 2,266.54
Treasurer, State of N. H., Retirement 1,327.61
West Lebanon Supply, chloride 505.25
Payroll 25,657.48
WINTER MAINTENANCE
Blaktop, patching $ 74.40
Cargill, Inc., salt 253.75
Claremont National Bank, withholding 2,639.75
Internal Revenue Service, withholding 697.80
Lebanon Crushed Stone 179.15
Don MacLeay, equipment rental 1,500.68
John H. McNamara, Jr., equipment rental 75.00
Kenneth Moore, sand 1,052.00
Taylor Rental 28.46
Treasurer, State of N. H. Retirement 1,174.24
Treasurer, State of N. H. FICA 2,090.60
Payroll 20,381.58
DUNCAN FUND
Don MacLeay, equipment rental $ 85.00
Blaktop, black top 100.80
Pike Industries, hot mix 6,968.27
H. B. Biathrow, equipment rental 720.30
Lebanon Crushed Stone, aggregates 250.00
ADDED HIGHWAY SUBSIDY
Claremont National Bank, withholding $ 18.75
State of New Hampshire, retirement 20.20
State of New Hampshire, FICA $ 24.99
Northeastern Culverts, pipe arch 7,000.00
N. H. Bituminous, sealer 4,579.68
Payroll 2,929.81
TOWN ROAD AID
Treasurer, Stste of N. H. Town share $ 1,408.23
TRUCKS AND PLOWS
B & B Chain, supplies $ 479.95
Barrett Equipment, Viking plow 2,570.00
Bailey Brothers, parts 716.09
Daniel's Transportation, parts 334.37








DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES (Continued)
Ed's Equipment Service, parts 253.67
G S Truck Equipment, parts 122.25
Hathorn's, parts 81.99
Interstate Tire Co., tires 118.32
J &D Auto Parts, parts 15.10
Johnson's Home Center, supplies 11.88
Kelton Motors, parts 51.12
Kibby Equipment, supplies 2,401.19
K-Ross Building, supplies, metal 7.33
M & M Equipment, parts and repairs 1,693.53
Miller Auto Co., parts 1.18
Newport Rentals, parts 716.66
North Country Equipment, parts 572.09
Radio Shack, batteries 10.50
Sanel Auto Parts, parts 409.58
T & L Electric, repairs 10.60
Thompson's Welding, repairs 434.25
Townline Equipment, parts 64.98
Wilson Tire Co., tires and mounting 1,800.39
GRADER AND LOADER
Hathorn's, parts $ 25.51
R. C. Hazelton Co., repairs and parts 1,819.23
Holmes, transportation costs 11.66
Jordan Milton, repairs and parts 3,168.99
Kibby Equipment, parts 75.90
Sanel Auto Parts, parts 410.72
Thompson's Welding, repairs 513.00
FUEL AND OIL
Agway, gas $ 953.74
Johnson & Dix, diesel 3,639.66
PurcellOilCo., gas 3,133.41
Sanborn Oil Co., oil 394.35
Soucy's Garage, gas 26.00
Texaco, gas 10,168.50
GENERAL EXPENSES OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Allard's Rental, equipment $ 12.00
B & B Chain, parts 24.85
Bailey Brothers, parts 47.56
Blodgett Brothers, parts 2.10
Don's Sales, parts 1.76.10
Dulac's, supplies 310.14
Eugene Fadden, refund for parts 20.00
G S Equipment, parts 1,895.00
Hanover X-Press, copies 2.44
R. C. Hazelton, parts 248.75
Interstate Uniforms, uniform service 2,046.37
Joe's Equipment, parts 243.55
Johnson & Dix, fuel 1,554.36






DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Keltons, supplies 64.42
Kibby Equipment, supplies 1,323.89
Longacres, replacement shrub 28.00
McNamara's Plumbing, primer parts 79.18
Mechanic's Choice, parts 44.41
Meriden Country Store, supplies 5.77
Meriden Telephone Service, telephone 417.89
Mt. Ascutney Hospital, physical 32.00
New England Barricades, signs 107.02
N. H. Electric Coop., electric service 1,157.25
Oxygen & Welding, welding supplies 412.84
Plainfield Ladies Aid, cleaning cloths 21.00
Purcell Oil Co., heating oil 1,032.10
L. L. Reed, supplies 12.40
Rich's Department Store, supplies 39.99
Sanel Auto Parts, supplies 309.45
Soucy's Garage, inspections and parts 36.50
Suburban Natural Gas, propane 70.00
Sykes Associates, monitoring and repairs 1 35.00
T & L Electric, parts 10.00
Townline Equipment, York rake and parts 1,458.17
Valley News, ads 5.28
Visa, refund to P. Amidon for supplies 99.00
Zep, cleaning supplies 107.23
STREET LIGHTING
Connecticut Valley Electric, Plainfield Village $ 1,396.47
Granite State Electric, Meriden Village 1,688.88
LIBRARIES
Meriden
Claremont National Bank, withholding $ 334.59
State ofNew Hampshire, FICA 250.59




Claremont National Bank, withholding
State of New Hampshire, FICA




Treasurer, State of N. H. OAA
PUBLIC WELFARE
Recipients - assistance



















DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES (Continued)
PATRIOTIC
Memorial Day $ 129.06 129.06
RECREATION
Claremont National Bank, withholding $ 143.91
Susan Carver, supplies 65.48
Dewey Peck & Co., insurance 159.30
Donald Jordan, expenses 29.84
Tommy Keane Sports, equipment 723.00
Keating Insurance, insurance 128.70
Meriden Country Store, supplies 32.19
Montshire Museum, program 62.00
John O'Leary, service 10.00
Singing Hills, use of pool 100.00
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire, FICA 120.46
Twin State Baseball League, registration fees 30.00
Valley News, advertising 21 ,29
Payroll 1,700.63
CONSERVATION
Roger Burt, Printing - Maps . $ 155.75
Ernest Barrett, expenses 37.46
Lorraine Kelly, expenses 5.85
N. H. Association of Conservation Commissions 48.00
Society for Protection of N.H. Forests, camp 170.00
John Tonseth, map work 55.00
Town & Country, survey 35.00
Valley News , ads 10.25
Ruth Wheeler, expenses 4.00
Trustees of Trust Funds 1 78 .69
CEMETERIES
Bailey Brothers, repair parts/truck $ 25.04
Claremont National Bank, withholding 476.46
Don's Sales & Service, parts/mower 222.00
Dulac's, supplies 301.17
Internal Revenue Service, withholding 12.54
Interstate Tire Co. 32.13
Joe's Equipment, supplies 189.95
Johnson's Home Center, supplies 18.84
K-Ross, supplies $ 47.05
Kibby Equipment, supplies 43.28
John H. McNamara, Jr., equipment rental 27.00
Orin's Arco, supplies 4.20
Plainfield Historical Society, maps 3.40
L. L. Reed, supplies 5.00
Sanel's, parts/truck 94.28
Treasurer, State of N. H., FICA 284.56
Visa, refund for supplies 99.00
Payroll 4,163.82
DAMAGES & LEGAL EXPENSES
Buckley & Zopf, council $ 2,313.75





DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES (Continued)
Claremont National Bank, withholding 111.64
Internal Revenue Service, withholding .74
Robert Orr, expenses 526.80
Upper Valley Humane Society, services 270.00
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags 83.03
Treasurer, State of N.H., FICA 54.19
Payroll 718.17
4,088.32
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Association $ 1,223.00 1,223.00
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN 54,657.94
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS & REFUNDS
1979 Property Tax refunds $ 1,317.14
1980 Property Tax refunds 4,201.01
Welfare refund 4.48
Current Use fees to Registry of Deeds 93.00
Yield Taxes to Collector 1,642.56
RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SECURITY
Treasurer, State of N.H., Highway Retire. $ 1,837.87
Treasurer, State ofN.H., Police Retirement 1,180.78
Treasurer, State of N.H., FICA 6,742.53
INTEREST
Claremont National Bank, Long Term Notes $ 146.25
Claremont National Bank, Temporary Loans 17,619.77
LAND, BUILDINGS & NEW EQUIPMENT
Thomas Theodore, gravel pit $ 25,000.00




TEMPORARY LOANS & TRANSFER OF 25,415.00
REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
Claremont National Bank 919,822.00
COUNTY & STATE TAXES
Sullivan County Treasurer, County Tax $ 55,944.00
Treas., State of M.H., Bond & Debt. Retirement 1,532.37
Treas., State of N.H., Dog Tax fees 186.50
57,662.87
SCHOOL DISTRICT APPROPRIATIONS

































































Deputy Town Clerk 75.20
Treasurer 900.00
Tax Collector and Bookkeeper 6,024.00
Deputy Tax Collector 116.80
Auditor 200.00
Auditor 200.00
Bookkeeper - Trust Funds 200.00
Supervisor of Check List 238.20
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PHILIP READ MEMORIAL LIBRARY
TRUSTEES REPORT
Several children's programs were held at the library this year. For pre-schoolers: a bedtime
story hour, at which all wore their pajamas and had a bedtime snack; an Easter party with a goat
providing entertainment; and a Dr. Seuss Birthday party. For older children: a mime and sign-
language program by the N. H. Vo-Tech Troupe; summer art lessons including a field trip to St.
Gaudens for a tour and clay workshop; a nature treasure hunt led by Peggy Meyette; a Jack-O-
Lantern contest; and a Halloween spook walk and movie.
Adult programs included a gardening lecture, a quilting course taught by Ruth Wheeler, a
discussion and slide show about sheep farming by Pauline Marriott of Sheep Hill Farm, and a
quilting program and movie.
The Friends of the Library film group continue to sponsor a very successful program of free
children's films at the library on the 2nd Friday of each month at 3:00 as well as family movies at
the Plainfield Town Hall on the 3rd Friday of the month at 7:00. The evening films have been
poorly attended and will be discontinued shortly in favor of occassional special films. Special
thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Roland who donated a ceiling-mounted movie screen.
Wilbur Overman completed work on a new section of bookcases and cabinets (with volunteers
doing the staining and finishing) providing much-needed space for books and storage.
Special thanks to Hazel Amidon for coordinating the Wedesday night volunteers, and Joann
Longacre for presiding over the Friends of the Library.
Librarian Nancy Norwalk and the trustees participated in a tour of the State Library and State
Historical Society, attended the Children's Book Festival in Hanover, and marched in the 4th of
July parade. Volunteer, Sally Dinan, attended a book-mending workshop. Mrs. Norwalk also
attended several State Library meetings and Book-Buying Co-op meetings.
The library staff also managed to find time to train and handle (YUK.) a champion racing
worm. The 'Plainfield Puffer' brought fame and glory to the library and the town of Plainfield by
winning the 3rd Annual Greater Claremont International Invitational Annelid (worm) Race
sponsored by the Fiske Free Library. Tuffs' achievement led to television appearances,
newspaper articles, and a very long-distance radio interview from Australia. The 'Puffer's'
greatest honor however, was his selection by Sports Illustrated Magazine as 'Pet of the Year'. His
engraved silver Revere bowl is on permanent display at the library.







PHILIP READ MEMORIAL LIBRARY

























Balance December 31, 1980
PROOF:






























PHILIP READ MEMORIAL LIBRARY
























The "Plainfield Puffer" wins Sports Illustrated Magazine "Pet of the
Year" Award. On behalf of Sports Illustrated, Clara DeCleene (left),
Librarian, and Marilyn Nagy (right), Assistant Librarian at Fiske Free
Library in Claremont, present an engraved silver bowl to Nancy Norwalk
(center), Librarian, Philip Read Memorial Library. The "Plainfield Puffer"
is the 1980 International Grand Champion of the Third Annual Claremont




During the past year the library has continued to provide the following services to the
community: Monthly movies, a summer story hour and crafts program for children, inter-library
book exchange with Philip Read Memorial Library, the Plainfield School and a number of large
print books were borrowed from the Claremont Library. A paperback book, coupon and sewing
pattern swap has been established. The Miller Room continues to be used by many local
organizations. It has been revitalized as a reading and games room and also houses a collection of
Meriden Bird Club memorabilia. Circulation in 1980 was 5,374 not including paperbacks. The
Bookmobile made three visits.
The Chellis Memorial Showcase held a variety of exhibits from local residents and
organizations. Anyone wishing to display a hobby or collection may contact the librarian.
The Book Co-op, begun in the Upper Valley by Librarian, Peggy Williamsom, now has 30
members from public and school libraries. The Co-op enables members to obtain a higher
discount on book purchases. The Fun Run initiated by Peggy was well attended by all ages and
proved successful enough to become an annual affair.
With funds from the Meriden Library Association new shelves were built in the adult section
for increased shelf space and to improve lighting and heat circulation. The funds also enabled the
purchase of the popular cassette tapes and records for children.
The library was the appreciative recipient of a card catalog and a periodical case donated by
Kimball Union Academy.
The Friends of the Library again sponsored the successful fall corn roast held on Chellis Field.




As of May 1, Bettyann Dole became librarian, assisted by Lena Stebbins. Bettyann has already
completed 2 of the 6 Public Library Techniques courses offered by the state.







MERIDEN LIBRARY FINANCIAL REPORT
1980






































































































1. New Hampshire Assocation of Conservation Commission dues
2. Conservation Camp (Tuition for 2 students)
3. New Hampshire Association of Conservation Commissions Annual
Meeting and Workshops
4. Tree Planting Program
5. Clean-up Day Expenses
6. Educational Program at the Plainfield Elementary School
7. Development of Nature Trail on the Spencer Lot












STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SULLIVAN COUNTY - TOWN OF PLAINFIELD
To the inhabitants of the Town of Plainfield in the County of Sullivan in said State, who are legal
voters residing in the Plainfield Village Water District, qualified to vote in said District's affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Phillip Read Library in said Plainfield Village on
Tuesday the Twenty-fourth day of March 1981 at 7:30 p.m. to act upon the following articles:
ARTICLE 1. To choose necessary District officers for the ensuing year or otherwise as the law
directs:
1. a moderator for one year
2. a clerk for one year
3. a treasurer for one year
4. a commissioner for three years
5. other officers and agents the voters judge necessary for managing District affairs, or as
directed by law to be chosen.
ARTICLE 2. To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be necessary to defray District
costs for 1981, and any assignments to debt service and/ or capital reserves.
ARTICLE 3. To fix District officers salaries to be paid for the ensuing year, and to establish
expenditures in 1981 by and for the District, to be paid by the Treasurer upon authorizations by
the Commissioners.
ARTICLE 4. To see what action the District will take with regard to reports of the Districts
Officers.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the District will authorize the transfer of $1,500 from current operating
income to the Capital Reserve account.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote to authorize the commissioners to borrow from the
Capital Reserve account the necessary funds needed to cover the expense of a new well.
ARTICLE 7. To enact any other District business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and official seal this sixth day of January in the year of Our Lord.
Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-one.







PLAINFIELD VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT
1980 ANNUAL REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS
To the Plainfield residents and the Plainfield Village Water District users.
Plainfield water works pumped more than an average amount of water for the year 1 980 ( 1 979
year 93,000 gallons pumped per week). This was due to different reasons, an extensive leak in an
unoccupied home in July plus leaks caused by various reasons.
The year 1980 saw an above average amount of equipment failure in our system. Lack of
precipitation the past year was a large factor in our well recovery rate. The water Commissioners
want to impress on subscribers that water conservation is imperative.
The demands on our system determined by data accumulated the past year indicate a larger
water source is necessary. A survey will be conducted this spring to determinewhether a second
well is feasible at the present site.
The water Commissioners wish to thank everybody for their cooperation and patience with the





PLAINFIELD VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT
CLERK'S REPORT
At the fifteenth annual meeting of the Plainfield Village Water District held in the Philip Read
Memorial Library located in said Plainfield Village Water District on the Eighteenth day of
March 1980, at 7:30 p.m., the articles in the Plainfield Village Water District Warrant were
disposed o\ in the following manner.
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Wallace Pickering at 7:30 p.m. and read the
articles of the Warrant.
ARTICLE 1. To choose necessary District officers for the ensuing year or otherwise as the law
directs:
1. a moderator for one year
2. a clerk for one year
3.a treasurer for one year
4. a commissioner for three years
5. other officers and agents the voters judge necessary for managing District affairs, or as
directed by law to be chosen.
James Crary offered the following resolution and moved its adoption: To choose necessary
District officers for the ensuing year or other wise as the law directs:
1. a moderator for one year - Wallace Pickering
2. a clerk for one year - Elaine Wheeler
3. a treasurer for one year - Elaine Wheeler
4. a commissioner for three years - George Adams
5. other officers and agents the voters judge necessary for Managing District affairs, or as
directed by law to be chosen. The motion was passed in the affirmative.
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ARTICLE 2. Gertrude West offered the following resolution and moved its adoption. To raise
and appropriate such sums of money as may be necessary to defray District costs for 1980, and
any assignments to debt service and /or capital reserves. The motion was passed in the
affirmative.
ARTICLE 3. George Adams offered the following resolution and moved its adoption: To fix
District officers salaries to be paid for the ensuing year, and to establish expenditures in 1 980, by
and for the District, to be paid by the Treasurer upon authorization by the commissioners. The
motion was passed in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 4. Beulah Pickering offered the following resolution and moved its adoption: That we
accept the District officers reports as presented. The motion was passed in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 5. James Crary offered the following resolution and moved its adoption: To authorize
the District to transfer $ 1 ,500 from current operating income to the Capital Reserve account. The
motion passed in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 6. Gertrude West offered the following resolution and moved its adoption: To see if
the District will authorize the increase on water usage overage from $0.40 cents a thousand to
$0.50 cents a thousand. The motion passed in the affirmative after some explanation from the
commissioner, George Adams.
ARTICLE 7. George Adams offered the following resolution and moved its adoption: To enact
any other District business that may legally come before this meeting. John Meyette questioned
what could be done about the Fire Dept. using the water to fill up between the hours of 5-7 p.m.
after a fire. George Adams said the commissioners were going to have a meeting with the fire
dept. and try to solve this problem. Wallace Pickering asked what was being done about the grant
on the new reservoir. George Adams explained the commissioners were working with F.H.A. for
funding. The motion passed in the affirmative.
John Meyette offered the motion to adjourn the meeting and it was seconded by Beulah




PLAINFIELD VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT




Water Rents $ 9,000.00 $ 8,380.42 1 9,000.00
" Interest 50.00 29.15 50.00
Hydrants Service 1,250.00 1,250.00 1,250.00
New Installations -0- -0 - -0-
OPERATING INCOME TOTALS $10,300.00 $ 9,659.57 $10,300.00
OPERATING EXPENSES
Officer's Salaries S 225.00 $ 225.00 $ 225.00
Officer's Expense 150.00 60.23 150.00
Maintenance Labor 350.00 192.60 350.00
Maint. Supplies & Serv. 850.00 1,983.57 1,000.00
Clerical Wages 585.00 557.50 560.00
Clerical Expense 50.00 121.27 50.00
Electrical Power 1,000.00 1,008.24 1,500.00
Telephone /Alarm Systems 450.00 273.20 450.00
Legal & Auditing Service 100.00 7.00 100.00
Insurance & Bonding 500.00 494.00 500.00
Water Sample Testing 120.00 44.00 50,00
Misc. 200.00 4.00 100.00
OPERATING EXPENSE TOTAL S 4,580.00 $ 4,970.61 $ 5,035.00
NET OPERATING GAINS OR (LOSSES) 5,720.00 4,688.96 5,265.00
OTHER INCOMES
Interest, Savings 200.00 253.58 200.00
Interest, Reserve 400.00 466.35 500.00
OTHER INCOME TOTALS $ 600.00 $ 719.93 $ 700.00
OTHER DISBURSEMENTS
F.H.A. Loans, to principal 2,463.00 2,463.00 2,463.00
F.H.A. Loans, to interest 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
Transfer to reserve 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
OTHER DISBURSEMENTS TOTAL $ 5,463.00 $ 5,463.00 $ 5,463.00
Net Other Incr. or (Dec.) (4,863.00) (4,743.07) (4,763.00)
CASH INCREASE OR (DECREASE) 857.00 (54.11) 502.00
BAD DEBTS LOSSES -0- -0- - -
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MERIDEN VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT
The Meriden Village Water District provided the community with an average of
approximately 50,000 gallons per day of good quality water. Because of several marginal water-
sample test results, the Commissioners decided to chlorinate the water supply. A chlorinator was
purchased, and has been operating since last spring. Maintenance expenses were slightly higher
than anticipated due to required overhaul of one pump.
The District was recently informed that EPA has approved a grant of $1,182,832 for
construction of our wastewater treatment facility. Efforts are now underway to obtain
approval for funding, and financing, the 20% State share of project costs, as well as financing the



































Total Assets $ 13,281.41 $ (7,754.25) $ 5,527.16
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
Note Payable, FHA ($£












Total Liabilities $(59,162.80) $ 13,448.00 $(45,714.80)
DISTRICT PROPERTY $116,717.75 $ -0 - $116,717.75
NET WORTH $ 70,836.36 $ 5,693.75 $ 76,530.11
Ed Wright as Uncle Sam in the 1980 Fourth of July parade in Plainfield Village.
Photo by Rebecca Gosselin
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Water Rent $ 10,000.00 $ 10,661.24 $ 10,500.00
Interest on Overdue Accounts 30.00 52.55 40.00
Connections & Turn-ons 40.00 60.00 60.00
Hydrant Rentals 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00
Operating Incomes Totals $ 11,270.00 $ 11,973.79 $ 11,800.00
OPERATING EXPENSES
Office Expense $ 150.00 $ 196.72 $ 200.00
Electricity 3,000.00 1,661.84 3,000.00
Maintenance 2,000.00 2,634.56 2,000.00
Water Analysis 120.00 58.00 120.00
Treasurer's Salary 200.00 -0- 200.00
Operating Expenses Totals $ 5,270.00 $ 4,551.12 $ 5,520.00
NET OPERATING GAIN (LOSSES)$ 6,000.00 $ 7,422.67 $ 6,280.00
OTHER INCOMES
Interest Savings A/C $ 50.00 $ 33.79 $ 30.00
EPA Grant 1,275,000.00 5,034.00 1,182,832.00
State WSPCC Grant 340,000.00 2,222.00 315,424.00
Refunds -0 - 1.70 -0-
Notes or Bonds 85,000.00 -0 - 197,900.00
Other -0- 1,000.00 -0-
FHA Grant -0- -0- 12,000.00
$1,700,050.00 $ 8,291.49 $1,708,186.00
OTHER EXPENSES
FHA Loan Principal $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00
FHA Loan Interest 2,600.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
Principal on Notes or Bonds 2,000.00 -0- -0-
Interest on Notes or Bonds 2,500.00 -0- -0-
Engrg. Expense-Sewer Project -0 - 11,979.00 220,685.00
Legal Expense-Sewer Project 500.00 -0 - 500.00
A/C Payable -0- -0- -0-
Bank Service Charge -0- 3.00 -0-
Construction Expense-Sewer 1,700,000.00 -0 - 1,475,450.00
Other Expense Totals $1,709,600.00 $ 16,482.00 $1,701,135.00
NET OTHER GAINS (LOSSES) $ (9,550.00) $ (8,190.51) $ 7,051.00




CORNISH RESCUE SQUAD, INC.
The Cornish Rescue Squad has completed its seventh year of service with 20 active members.
During the year the Squad responded to 40 emergencies in Cornish, 33 emergencies in Plainfield,
as well as all fires in Cornish and mutual aid calls.
Our primary function continues to be to provide first response emergency medical care for the
sick and injured. In addition we provide first aid and lighting coverage for all fires in Cornish and
mutual aid fire calls in our neighboring towns, standby ambulance crews for Windsor and
Claremont, and first aid coverage for community activities such as the Cornish Fair.
This year our expenses were over $5,800.00 with $ 1 ,500.00 being received from Cornish and the
remaining from fund raising activities and donations. This next year the squad will be asking
both the Towns of Cornish and Plainfield for money to assure services by the Squad at their
Annual Town Meetings.
The Cornish Rescue Squad strives for the highest possible level of emergency medical care for
our patients. In doing so our 20 members have attended monthly hospital critiques, attended
regional educational seminars and maintained their level of training. Nine of our members have
advanced skills and with direct medical control with Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital or Mt.
Ascutney Hospital can provided timely use of this training and equipment.
We appreciate the continued support throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
John H. Rand, President




















Includes $1,500.00 from Town of Cornish.
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MERIDEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
1980
ANNUAL REPORT
The Meriden Volunteer Fire Department answered a record forty (40) calls during the past
year. Since we are a volunteer department, in answering these alarms using the minimum wage of
$3.10/hour, we saved the town of Plainfield an estimated $2,480 in salaries alone. This figure
would be more than doubled if training hours were considered.
We had only one serious fire loss on this side of town,a house hit by lightning. Although the
building was extensively damaged, the father and his two children, in the house when hit, were
uninjured. Apparatus from Plainfield and Cornish assisted at this fire with Windsor sending an
engine to Meriden for coverage. The other runs included mutual aid to neighboring towns and
many satisfying fire saves in our town.
We were saddened by the loss of Frank Chellis, Charter Member of our department.
Donations to the Department in Frank's memory were used to buy new yellow 'turn out' coats.
The N. H. Telephone Association has also set up the Frank D. Chellis Trust Fund, making a
formal presentation at our annual meeting. We were also saddened by the death of Frank
Sullivan, Senior Meriden State Deputy Forest Fire Warden. Donations have also been received
in Mr. Sullivans's memory.
I would like to thank the townspeople for their support, their donations and attendance at our
Spring Dinner and Lobster/ Chicken Bar-b-ques.
Special thanks to the officers, the firefighters and their families, the Ladies Auxiliary, and the
KUA Fire Squad. Without all of their help, time and sacrifices, the Meriden Volunteer Fire
Department would not be the effective firefighting service that I believe it is.
Sincerely,
Douglas C. Grearson, Jr.
Chief
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MERIDEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
1980
RECEIPTS:





Town of Plainfield, 1979 appropriation







































































PLAINFIELD VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
This year the fire department began building the new addition on the station. The volunteer
members worked throughout the summer and fall and have completed about 90% of the building.
This coming spring we will complete the painting and landscaping.
I would like to thank the people of Plainfield for their support through donations and articles
donated to our auction to help raise money for the building fund. A very special thank you to
those of you who made donations in memory of fireman Hector Dunham. This year when the
building is done there will be a dedication ceremony and open house.
I would like to thank all the firemen and others that were involved with the building and supply
of materials.
This year seven members have been training with members of the Lebanon Fire Department
on their fire fighter certification course. The course will be completed in February.
The department has joined the Upper Valley Fire Prevention Society which enables us to
obtain films on fire prevention. This year during fire prevention week, with the help of Captain
Rich Mason, we began the 'Learn not to Burn' series for grades 1-4 at the Plainfield School.
We have pre-plan for major structural fires in the village of Plainfield. The plan reveals the
severe lack of water in this area. The government pond dam is in disrepair and the town water
system is inadequate to handle any major fire call. To alleviate this problem, we will rely on
Lebanon Fire Department's 4" line to provide the hose we need to transport water over the 1/2
mile distance from Blow-Me-Down Brook on Daniels Road.
This year the department purchased two portable radios for better ground communications.
The department would like to thank the ladies auxiliary for all their work and support. Their





REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
and
STATE FOREST FIRE SERVICE
Forest Fire Prevention: Your Business, Our Business, Good Business.
Forest fire prevention slogans have been seen in association with Smokey Bear since the late
nineteen forties when a national effort to check the spread of forest fires was implemented.
New Hampshire residents recognized that forest fire prevention and suppression was the
responsibility of every citizen, a half century before this national campaign, when our legislature
established our first forest fire laws in 1903. Since that date, the State has appointed a town/ city
forest fire warden who is responsible for forest fire law enforcement in his municipality.
All fires kindled out of doors when there is no snow on the ground must be approved in writing
by the forest fire warden before being kindled. All forest fires must be suppressed by the warden
and his deputies as soon as they are reported. The cost of fire suppression is shared jointly by the
town /city and the State of New Hampshire, as are forest fire prevention and forest fire training
costs.
This state and local municipality cooperative forest fire program has given New Hampshire
one of the best forest fire records in the United States.
Forest Fire Statistics 1980




Clark M. Davis Peter Berry
District Fire Chief Forest Fire Warden
Newbury, N.H.
* Includes Short Fire Reports





The Officers and Board of Directors of the Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee Region Association
(DLSRA) wish to thank the townspeople and officials of Plainfield for their generous
appropriation at the 1980 Town Meeting.
DLSRA, a non-profit organization, worked hard to make this area a vacation destination
during 1980. our 120 business members and volunteer board members believe that all
businesses, not only inns and restaurants, benefit from a healthy vacation travel economy. We
applied for and received over $7,000 in N. H. State Matching Funds to produce and distribute
75,000 copies of our new color-covered vacation brochure. This was the first time our region had
a selling piece that was competitive with other sections of the state and New England. Exactly
$7,332 in private funds were matched by a like amount of state dollars in November 1980 so that
DLSRA could organize and carry out an important advertising campaign to promote mid-week
skiing in our region. All major downhill and cross-country centers participated along with over
25 lodging amd dining establishments. DLSRA also funded a seven day a week live ski
information phone during the winter of 1979-80.
In addition to these major achievementsDLSRA mailed nearly 4,000 vacation kits to people
who wrote our office, handled several hundred phone inquiries, prepared several news releases
and feature stories for over 90 travel editors throughout the East and established a unique
theatre/ lodging/ dining discount program for summer arts enthusiasts.
This year promises to be busier than last and we would sincerely appreciate your continued
support! Thank you.
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Upper Valley Senior Citizens Council, Inc.






























Total number of Plainfield Individuals served - 31
Total number of Plainfield Volunteers - 25
Total cost of servies provided to Plainfield residents $3,742.32
Received from Town of Plainfield in 1980 990.00
Request from Town of Plainfield in 1981 1,090.00
In addition to the above services, the Upper Valley Senior Citizens Council, Inc. mails out
a monthly newsletter to approximately 60 individuals.
HEADREST, INC.
Headrest, the Upper Valley's 24-hour Community Resource and Crisis Center is requesting
$500 from the Town of Plainfield at its 1 98 1 Town Meeting. This is an increase of $50.00 from the
amount approved for 1980, an increase of 1 1%.
In 1980 a total of 20 Plainfield residents used our services a total of 59 times, which is 2% of our
total contacts for the year. Since individuals who contact Headrest sometimes have a need for
more than one service, there were 63 different "situations" involving town residents.








Emergency Lodging Needed 3






Information & Referral 13
Suicide 1
Total Situations 63
One new service, begun in July 1980 and funded for the period of one year is the Family
Violence Program. This provides for public education and information, advocacy, and shekel
for victims of abuse.
For more information about Headrest please contact our office — Telephone 448-4872.







For The Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1980
























William F. Franklin, Jr., - 1 Yr.












Pl-1 100-1 19-00 Salaries, Teacher Aide
Pl-1 100-122-00 Salaries, Substitutes
Pl-1 100-221-00 Employee Retirement
Pl-1100-222-00 Teacher Retirement
Pl-1 100-224-00 Annual Accrued Liability
Pl-1 100-226-00 Retirement C/L Assessment Teachers
Pl-1100-230-00 F.I.C.A.














































Salary, Teacher Special Education










Travel, Special Education Teachers
Tuition, In-State, Elementary
Tuition, In-State, Junior High
Tuition, In-State, High School
Tuition, Out-of-State
Tuition, Non-Public Schools, Elem.









District Support, Student Activities
TOTAL OTHER INSTRUCTION
Data Processing














































S 47,981.00 $ 50,302.00




s 5,546.00 $ 7,494.00
$ 1.00 $ 55.00
1.00 400.00
$ 2.00 $ 455.00
410.00 550.00
s 410.00 $ 550.00







FY-81 FY- 8 2
Account No. Account Title App. Budget Prop. Budget
Pl-2143-330-00 Consulting Service, Handicapped
NSULTATION SERVICE
$ 1,500.00 $
TOTAL CO $ 1,500.00
Pl-2213-320-00 Staff Development 1,300.00 1,750.00
TOTAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT $ 1,300.00 $ 1,750.00
Pl-2222-112-00 Salary, Library Res. Con. 4,131.00 4,515.00
Pl-2222-1 19-00 Salary, Library Aide 4,879.00 5,373.00
Pl-2222-221-00 Employee Retirement 159.00 161.00
Pl-2222-222-00 Teacher Retirement 90.00 98.00
Pl-2222-230-00 F.I.C.A. 581.00 661.00
Pl-2222-630-00 Library Books and A. V. 2,875.00 2,875.00
TOTAL LIBRARY SERVICES $ 12,715.00 $ 13,683.00
Pl-2223-390-00 Film Rental 200.00 250.00
TOTAL FILM RENTAL $ 200.00 $ 250.00
Pl-2229-390-00 Regional Ctr. for Educ. Training 633.00 690.00
TOTAL REG. CTR. FOR EDUC. TRNG. $ 633.00 $ 690.00
Pl-231 1-110-00 Salaries, School Board Members $ 525.00 $ 525.00
Pl-2311-230-00 F.I.C.A.
Pl-231 1-810-00 School Board Dues 300.00 300.00
TOTAL SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES $ 825.00 $ 825.00
Pl-2312-110-00 Salary, District Treasurer $ 150.00 $ 150.00
Pl-2312-230-00 F.I.C.A. 10.00 10.00
Pl-2312-380-00 Other District Officers 60.00 60.00
TOTAL SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS $ 220.00 $ 220.00
Pl-2315-380-00 Legal Counsel 250.00 250.00
TOTAL LEGAL COUNSEL $ 250.00 $ 250.00
Pl-2316-380-00 Expense of District Meeting 300.00 350.00
TOTAL EXPENSE OF DISTRICT MEETING $ 300.00 $ 350.00
Pl-2317-380-00 Annual Audit 60.00 60.00
TOTAL AUDIT EXPENSE $ 60.00 $ 60.00
Pl-2320-351-00 School Admin. Unit Expense 14,580.00 17,834.37
TOTAL SCHOOL ADMIN. UNIT EXPENSE $ 14,580.00 $ 17,834.37
Pl-2410-111-00 Salary, Principal $ 20,136.00 $ 21,546.00
Pl-2410-115-00 Sslary, Office Support Staff 6,634.00 7,392.00
Pl-2410-1 19-00 Salary, Administrative Assistant 250.00 250.00
Pl-2410-221-00 Employee Retirement 216.00 221.00
Pl-241 0-222-00 Teacher Retirement 443.00 473.00
Pl-2410-230-00 F.I.C.A. 1,741.00 1,950.00
Pl-2410-530-00 Telephone Expense 825.00 1,200.00
Pl-2410-610-00 Other Expense 600.00 700.00
TOTAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION $ 30,845.00 $ 33,732.00
Pl-2542-1 17-00 Salaries, Building Support Staff S 14,238.00 $ 20,571.00
Pl-2542-137-00 Overtime 565.00 613.00
Pl-2542-221-00 Employee Retirement 482.00 633.00
Pl-2542-230-00 F.I.C.A. 914.00 1,415.00
Pl-2542-412-00 Fuel 11,250.00 14,062.00
Pl-2542-413-00 Electricity 9,200.00 9,000.00
Pl-2542-440-00 Building Repairs 3,500.00 3,500.00




TOTAL BU $ 44,639.00 $ 54,484.00
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FY-81 FY- 82
Account No. Account Title App. Budget Proj). Budget
Pl-2543-431-00 Trash Removal $ 250.00 $ 250.00
Pl-2543-432-00 Mowing 1,800.00 1,900.00
Pl-2543-440-00 Specific Ground Repairs 300.00
Pl-2543-610-00 Grounds Supplies 200.00 200.00
TOTAL CARE OF GROUNDS $ 2,250.00 $ 2,650.00
Pl-2544-441-00 Contract Services, Equipment 500.00 500.00
Pl-2544-610-00 Supplies, Equipment Repairs 300.00 300.00
TOTAL MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT $ 800.00 $ 800.00
Pl-2552-116-00 Salaries, Drivers $14,499.00 $ 10,917.00
Pl-2552-230-00 F.I.C.A. 935.00 730.00
Pl-2552-440-00 Vehicle Repairs 1,000.00 1,000.00
Pl-2552-452-00 Vehicle Lease 17,372.00 17,372.00
Pl-2552-513-00 Reimbrusement, Private Carrier 400.00
Pl-2552-524-00 Insurance 2,100.00 2,100.00
Pl-2552-610-00 Supplies 10,000.00 10,000.00
TOTAL REGULAR TRANSPORTATION $45,906.00 $ 42,519.00
Pl-2554-116-00 Salaries, Drivers $ 1,289.00 $ 1,792.00




TOTAL AC $ 1,374.00 $ 1,912.00
Pl-2569-390-00 District Support, Food Service 1,210.00
TOTAL DIST. SUPPORT, FOOD SERVICE $ 1,210.00
Pl-2900-211-00 Blue Cross/Blue Shield $12,737.00 $ 18,086.00
Pl-2900-212-00 Dental Insurance 2,235.00 2,173.00
Pl-2900-213-00 M.O.N.Y. 1,570.00 1,721.00
Pl-2900-214-00 Workmen's Compensation 1,864.00 2,122.00
Pl-2900-260-00 Unemployment Compensation 1,187.00 1,339.00
Pl-2900-5 21-00 SMP - Special Multi-Peril 4,400.00 3,282.00
Pl-2900-522-00 Liability Insurance 434.00 434.00
Pl-2900-523-00 Fidelity Bonds 14.00 20.00
TOTAL INSURANCE EXPENSE $24,441.00 $ 29,177.00
Pl-4600-460-00 Building Alterations 36,846.00
TOTAL BUILDING ALTERATIONS $35,846.00
Pl-5000-830-00 Principal on Bonds 35,000.00 35,000.00
Pl-5000-831-00 Principal on Notes 6,969.00
Pl-5000-841-00 Interest on Bonds 20,528.00 18,742.50
Pl-5000-842-00 Interest on Notes 1,926.08
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE $55,528.00 $ 62,637.58
Pl-6500-881-00 State Support, Food Service 1.00
Pl-6500-882-00 Federal Support, Food Service
fND TRANSFERS
1.00
TOTAL FL $ 2.00
TOTAL BUDGET $712,221.00 $801,294.95
Difference = $89,073.95
Percent of Increase = 12.51%
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PLAINFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT
1979-80 Detailed Statement of Expenditures







Salary - Office Staff
Salaries - Custodial Staff
Salaries - Regular Transportation

























Contracted Services for Administration:
Audit Expense $ 50.00
Census - Diane Rogers 350.00
Other Administrative Expense:
School Administration Unit No. 32 $ 215.95
N. H. School Board Association 275.00
Decato and Cirone 535.00






N. H. Assoc. School Principals 180.00
Plainfield School 123.62



































Har court Brace 10.11
Holt, Rinehart & Winston 249 .34
Houghton Mifflin Co. 38.85
Tommy Keane Sports 351.50
Laidlaw Bros. 17.46
Lapine Scientific Co. 71.30
Lebanon School District 162.60
Christopher Lee Pub. 9.35
Audrey Logan 17.03
MacMillan Pub. 38.69
Magee Office Equip. 103.60
Mainco School Supplies 962.54
McGraw-Hill Co. 187.85
Meriden Country Store 4.40
Modern Curr. Press 262.36
N. E. School Supply 778.39
Northern Supply 40.23
Perfection Form Co. 101.66
Plainfield School 103.79
Prentice-Hall Inc. 138.60
Red Cross Pharmacy 2.07
Reg. Center for Educ. Trng. 137.17
William H. Sadlier 126.81
Scholastic Magazine 90.25
Science Research Assoc. 92.60
Scott Foresman 462.74
Selective Educ. Equip. 141.48
Slosson Educ. Pub. 6.60
Sunshine Learning Aids 5.18
Teaching Res. Corp. 41.49
Trend Enterprises 9.95
University of Vermont 24.10




Xerox Educ. Pub. 47.50
Textbooks:
Addison Wesley Pub. $ 34.20
American Red Cross 91.80
Barnell Loft, Ltd. 40.79
Belwin Mills Pub. 31.50
Bilingual Educ. Service 88.62
Continental Press Inc. 18.41
Creative Teaching Assoc. 4.00
Educators Pub. Service 25.74
ESP Inc. 10.00
Carl Fischer of Boston 18.65
Follett Pub. Co. 252.83
Ginn&Co. 46.94
D. C. Heath & Co. 37.18
Holt, Rinehart & Winston 307.05
Houghton Mifflin Co. 200.01




McGraw-Hill Book Co. $ 106.07
Charles E. Merrill Pub. 131.34
Modern Curr. Press 15.28
Phys. Ed. Book Society 15.07
Frank Schaffer Pub. 10.50
Science Research 6.13
Scott Foresman & Co. 811.86
Studio P/R Inc. 100.37
Library Services:
Salary - Library Consultant $3,719.55
Salary - Library Aide 4,067.00
Library Books & Audio Visupl Supplies:
Assn. - Childhood Ed. Int. $ 22.00






J. L. Hammett Co. 38.63
H. B. Educ. Systems 16.20
Highlights for Children 34.24
Audrey Logan 848.78
MacMillan Pub. Co. 124.09
Marshfilm 46.50
Modern Sound Pictures 81.12
National Audubon Soc. 18.00
N. E. School Supply 76.76
National Geographic 289.95
N. H. Audio-Vue Inc. 19.00
Planned Parenthood of U. V. 50.00
Smithsonian Cust. Service 13.26
Time-Life Books 22.86
The World Almanac 4.80
Ray Supply Inc. 21.00
Regional Center for Educ. Trng. 65.77
Silver Burdett Co. 25.20
Other Instructional Expense:
Salary - Athletic Coach $3,250.00
American Alliance - Health, Phys. Ed. 22.55
Campions Inc. 73.60
Dinn Bros. 12.15
Tommy Keane Sports 447.45
N. H. Music Educ. Assn. 5.00
Plainfield School 436.50
Concord National Band (IFYE) 15.00
Twon State Math League 15.00





Allyn & Bacon Inc. $ 14.81
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT (Continued)
Stephen Beaupre $ 2.10
Educ. Testing Service 200.00
Mary Ellen Giacobbe 50.00
Richard Lalley 6.44
Lebanon School District 60.00
Anthony Parisi Jr. 32.60
Daniel Poor 150.28
Pauline Rand 25.00







Allston Supply Co. $ 181.99
Aer-o-matic Chem Co. 24.90
Airkem-Vt/NH 166.90
John A. Bisceglio & Co. 15.66
Central Paper Products 308.50
Stanley R.Day 18.84
Dulac's Bldg. & Hdwe. 52.67
Evans Radio Inc. 119.74
Hildreth's Hdwe. 43.24
Hillyard Chemical Co. 198.80
W. C. Landon, Inc. 8.50
Regional Center for Educ. Trng. 68.03
Richco Products Inc. 35.85
White River Paper Co. 368.72
Care of Grounds:
Acme Chemical Co. $ 39.90
Harold E. Clark 1,900.00
Longacre's Nursery Ctr. 240.27
Betty Pardoe 180.00
Regional Center for Educ. Trng. 24.00
Trumbull-Nelson 89.26
Waltham Chemical Co. 70.00
Building Repairs:
Harold E. Clark $ 418.46
Construction and Inspection Serv. 125.00
D. & S. Electric, Inc. 43.23
Michael P. Day 270.00
Exetone/NH Inc. 350.00
Johnson & Dix 289.59
K & H Controls Inc. 210.86
LaValley Bldg. Supplies 143.00
Northeast Mechanical Sales 562.09
Oxygen & Welding Supply Co. 11.25
Standard Electric Time 1,085.00
Trumbull-Nelson 265.40











Allston Supply Co. $ 947.68
GaylordBros. 168.92
Hertz Furn. Systems 142.76




Magee Office Equipment $ 400.00
Passons Sport Ctr. 16.50
Standard Electric Time 37.00
Maintenance of Equipment & Supplies:
Greydon Freeman $ 69.00
Hovey's Audio Visual 5.95
Ken's Welding Shop 15.00
McNamara's Plumbing & Heating 61 .84
Daniel Poor 5.06
Regional Center for Educ. Trng. 77.70
Dulac's Bldg. & Hdwe. 76.22
Utilities:
Granite State Electric $ 6,634.64
Johnson & Dix 12,205.94
Texgas Inc. 22.08
Meriden Telephone Co. 819.68
Nursing Services:
Salary -School Nurse $ 3,232.00
Early Recognition Intervention Sys. 32.25
Family Health Ctr. 31 .00
Tommy Keane Sports 34.25
N. H. Div. of Welfare 150.00
Dr. Warren Sandberg 15.00
School Health Supplies 54.12
R. A. Whitney, MD 300.00
W. Myric Wood, Jr., MD 93.00
3,941.62
Tuition Expense - Lebanon High 152,208.65
Regular Transportation Expense:
Vehicle Repairs $ 626.82
Dewey, Peck & Co. 1,792.00
June Donnelly 21.60
William Jordan 17.70
Lebanon School District 7,183.45
Plainfield General Store 70.92
RSD Leasing Inc. 17,404.83
Transportation - Handicapped:
Helen Davis $ 278.00




Transportation - Handicapped (Continued)
Leonard D. Koehler $ 5.25
Mrs. Howard McLaren 2.70
N. E. Limousine Service 842.80
N. E. Taxi 1,675.00
Anne Schelewa 52.67
Special Education Services:
Salaries - Special Educ. Teachers $ 2,126.67
Special Educ. Aides 8,695.02
Anne Bouchard 84.60
Cooperative Kindergarten 250.00
Community Counseling Serv. 69.50
Children's Center of U. V. 925.41
Dec. Center ofU. V. 6,859.52
Hitchcock Clinic 54.25
Plainfield Cooperative Preschool 158.00
Beatrice Z. Shirley, M. Ed. 730.00
School Admin. Unit No. 32 37.03
Upper Valley Trng. Center 2,346.82
West Central N. H. Comm. Mental Health 99.90
Special Education - Travel:




Testing & Consultation Services:
McGraw-Hill $ 279.35
Resource Ctr. for Educ. Handicapped 1,000.00
Tuition - Special Education:
Hartford School District $ 7,186.98
Lebanon School District 12,048.33
Insurance Expenses:
Blue Cross/Blue Shield $11,180.38
Dewey, Peck & Co. 5,305.00
Robert B. Harrison Ins. 579.00
Mutual of New York (MONY) 1,298.44
N. H. Dept. of Employment Sec. 184.00







School Administrative Unit No. 32 Expense: 13,632.34
Regional Center for Educ. Training Expense: 610.50
Debt Service:
First National Bank of Boston 57,312.50
District Support - Food Services
Lebanon School District 3,332.20 3,332.20
Retirement System:




NEW SCHOOL — BONNER RD., MERIDEN
On November 1, 1972, thirteen $35,000 and seven $30,000 bonds were issued, payable at the
First National Bank of Boston. Principal payments due on November 1, 1973 through 1992 with
interest payments due on May 1, 1973 and November 1, 1973 through 1992. Total indebtedness,
principal and interest, $1,009,505.00. Payments made through November 1, 1980, $501,340.00.
Outstanding indebtedness: $508,165.00.
REPLACING OF PLAINFIELD SCHOOL ROOF:
On November 18, 1980, a five-year note in the amount of $34,845.00 at 6.70% interest was
issued, payable at the Claremont National Bank of Claremont, N. H. Principal and Interest






































9,550.00 7,312.66 57,263.01 34,740.96 6,879.37
PLAINFIELD ENROLLMENT
SEPTEMBER 1980










DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Federal Ins. Contribution Act (FICA)
Deduction Accounts
Franklin Life Ins.
Mascoma Valley Teachers Fed. Cr. Union

























Plainfield School - 1980
— The Boycott of The Summer Olympics
— Right or Wrong?
— Television Commercials And How They Affect
Our Lives
3rd — Our Farmland: Can It Be Saved?
4th — Are American Athletes Over-Paid?
5th — Music And The American Teen
HONORABLE MENTION
Some Conservation Goals For America
Is The Place For A Woman At Home Or On The Job?










Plainfield Students for 1980-81
Grade Grade
1. Jeff Bartles 9 16. Karen McKinnon 11
2 Douglas Beaupre 9 17. Lee Metz 9
3. Tammy Beliveau 12 18. Marianne Moore 11
4. Debbie Berwick 9 19. Lee Parmenter 9
5. Kathleen Cassedy 9 20. Joseph Salsbury 9
6. Denise Dewald 10 21. Deena Smith 12
7. Erik Doolittle 10 22. Joel Stettenheim 9
8. Amy Dupuis 11 23. Carl Strong 12
9. Charles Fletcher 9 24. Becky Stygles 9
10. Jackie Fletcher 10 25. Brian Swett 9
11. Meghan Foley 10 26. Lee Walker 12
12. Sean Foster 9 27. Kate Whybrow 9
13. Christina Gilbert 9 28. Susan Wiley 9
14. Marie Gilbert 12 29. Amy Witzel 9
15. Sally Griffiths 9
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PLAINFIELD TEACHERS 1980-81
Name Grade Yrs. Exp. Yr. Apptd. College Degree
Allen, Melody A. Sp. Ed. 2 1980 Seattle Un. B.E.
Beaupre, Stephen Prin. 18 1962 Plymouth M.Ed.
Donnelly, June 3 13 1977 Worcester St. B.S.
Frey, Ann 2 3 1978 Dartmouth B.A.
Grobe, Malcolm 5-6 14 1970 Beloit B.A.
Andover Newton B.D.
McGee, Susan 7-8 Eng./
Cur. Prob. 6 1978 Univ. of Ct. B.A.
Mikula, Elva 1 7 1975 Goddard B.A.
Perkins, Julie Ann 6 3 1978 Castle ton B.S.
Poor, Daniel 7-8 Math/
Sci. 11 1978 Boston Univ. M.Ed.




Rand, Pauline Phys. Ed. 3 1978 B.S.
Reisch, Denis 6-8 Phys.
Ed. 14 1968 Univ. ofNH B.A.
Seidel, Rosamond
7-8 Soc. St.
4 1978 Antioch M.Ed.
Siegler, Cynthia 2-3 5 1979 Univ. ofNH B.A.
Sprague, Anne 5 7 1974 Univ. ofNH B.A.
Whitaker, Patricia Remed.
Rdg. 7 1978 Plymouth B.Ed.
Beaupre, Donna Lib. Res.
Cons. 1980
Reisch, Estelle Lib. Aide/
Secy. 1977
Hills, Frances Teacher Assoc 1980








































Report of the School Nurse
Parents have been extremely cooperative in complying with the State of New Hampshire
regulations regarding immunizations.
We continue to feel positive about our pre-school physical and developmental screening
program. Because it is done in the spring of the year before children enter first grade, this profile is
a valuable tool in classroom placement and for advanced planning by teachers.
Last year, 1979-80, the health office at school completed the following screenings, conferences,























Medications given in school
Health Teaching










200 (18 Dental Program











60 First Aid - Health Room
4 Referred to M.D.
89 Treated in Health Room
167 Children sent home ill
5
5
23 children for 81 doses
Grades 1-6 12 sessions
Grades 7-8 80 sessions
As is clear from this report the health room at our school is a busy and useful place.
Marie Steinsieck, R.N., M.A.
School Nurse
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT No. 32
Proposed School Calendar
1981-1982
M W TH M W TH
September X 8 9 10 11 February 1 2 3 4 5
14 15 16 17 18 8 9 10 11 12
17 21 22 23 24 25 15 X X X X X
28 29 30 22 23 24 25 26
October 1 2 March 1 2 3 4 5
5 6 7 8 9 8 9 10 11 12
21 X 13 14 15 16 23 15 16 17 18 19
19 20 21 22 23 22 23 24 25 26
26 27 28 29 30 29 30 31
November 2 3 4 5 6 April 1 2
9 10 X 12 13 5 6 7 8 9
18 16 17 18 19 20 17 12 13 14 15 16
23 24 25 X X X X X X X
30 26 27 28 29 30
December 1 2 3 4 May 3 4 5 6 7
7 8 9 10 11 10 11 12 13 14
17 14 15 16 17 18 20 17 18 19 20 21
21 22 23 X X 24 25 26 27 28
X X X X X
January X June 1 2 3 4
4 5 6 7 8 7 8 9 10 11
20 11 12 13 14 15 14 14 15 16 17 18
18 19 20 21 22 -
25 26 27 28 29




















182 days - 180 days required for instructional purposes, 2 snow days. Any additional




ANNUAL MEETING - MARCH 4, 1980
At a legal business meeting of the voters of the School District of the Town of Plainfield,
qualified to vote in the District affairs, Moderator, Stephen H. Taylor, called the meeting to
order at seven thirty-four o'clock in the evening of March 4, 1980, at the Plainfield School, in the
village of Meriden, in said Plainfield.
ARTICLE I. The following resolution was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted.
Resolved: That the reports of officers, agents and auditors be accepted as printed in the Annual
School Report. The vote was in the affirmative and it was so declared by the Moderator.
ARTICLE II. The following resolution was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted.
Resolved: That the District vote to change the purpose of the Capital Reserve Fund established
to purchase school buses and instruct the Trustees of Trust Funds to release to the District
Treasurer all funds held in the Capital Reserve Fund. Said funds to be used as income to reduce
the district assessment supporting the FY- 1981 School District budget. The vote was in the
affirmative and it was so declared by the Moderator.
ARTICLE III. The following resolution was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted.
Resolved: That the District authorize the School Board to borrow the sum of $34,845.00 plus
interest over a five-year period for the purpose of replacing the roof of the Plainfield School.
The following amendment was presented moved and seconded it be adopted. Resolved: That
provision is made that an independent registered structural or civil engineer certifies that the new
roof will support the expected additional snow load given the reduction in snow melt due to the
increased insulation. A voice vote on the amendment was in the affirmative and it was so declared
by the Moderator.
A motion was made and seconded for a paper ballot on the amended Article III: Balloting
results Yes-54 No-17. It was a vote in the affirmative and it was declared by the Moderator.
ARTICLE IV.The following resolution was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted.
Resolved: That the District vote to raise, appropriate and expend the sum of $675,376.00 for the
support of schools, for the salaries of the School District officials and agents and for the payment
of statutory obligations of said appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be received from
the state and federal governments, together with other income, the School Board to certify to the
Selectmen the balance to be raised by taxation.
The following amendment was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted. Resolved: That
$2,000.00 be appropriated to provide on-site inspection of the application of the new roof on the
Plainfield School, making a new total of $677,376.00. A voice vote was in the affirmative and it
was so declared by the Moderator.
A second amendment was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted. Resolved: That the
total budget of the Plainfield School District be set at $660,000.00. A standing vote on the
amendment was taken. Results Yes-22 No-45. The vote was in the negative and it was so declared
by the Moderator.
A vote was taken on the amended Article IV. It was in the affirmative and was so declared by
the Moderator.
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ARTICLE V. The following resolution was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted.
Resolved: That the District authorize the School Board to make application for, to accept on
behalf of the District, and to expend for the purpose intended, any or all grants or other funds
which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Government, from the State
of New Hampshire, or from private foundations, trusts, or individuals. The vote was in the
affirmative and it was so declared by the Moderator.
ARTICLE VI. The following resolution was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted.
Resolved: That the District vote to transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting. The resolution was declared redundant by the Moderator who then ordered the meeting
adjourned at 9:44 p.m.
The election of School District Officials was to take place March 11, 1980 at ten a.m. Due to
convenience, it was postponed. Election of School District Officials will take place Saturday,
March 29, 1980 at ten o'clock in the forenoon along with the election of Town Officials at the






At a legal business meeting of the voters of the School District of the Town of Plainfield
qualified to vote in the District affairs, Moderator Stephen Taylor called the meeting to order at
seven o'clock in the evening of Monday, December 15, 1980 at the Plainfield School, in the
Village of Meriden, in said Plainfield.
Article I. The following resolution was presented, moved and seconded it be adopted.
Resolved: To approve the signing of a warranty deed and agreement for an easement to allow the
Meriden Water District to lay a pipeline, roadway and utility lines across school property, and an
easement to prohibit the erection of habitable buildings over a second parcel of 3.4 acres, as
described in Dufresne-Henry Engineering Drawing 'Proposed Conveyances to the Meriden
Village Water and Sewer District'. The vote was in the affirmative by voice vote.







This past year we implemented several new instructional programs within the curriculum.
After extensive review and study, a format was developed and adopted outlining a sequential
eight year program in mathematics and language arts. The programs are designed to follow the
progress of each student through his/her years at Plainfield School and at the same time allow for
the use of varying texts, books, tapes, trips and other educational media within individual
classrooms. A comprehensive teacher/ administrative evaluation program was also
implemented. Copies of all of the programs are available for your review at the school.
The State of New Hampshire mandated that an accountability program in the areas of
mathematics, language arts and social studies be designed and implemented by the 1981-82
school year. Working with other teachers in School Administrative Unit No. 32, we have
developed educational objectives in each of the required areas. Obtainment of these skills will be
tested in grades four and eight.
During this year several New Hampshire and Vermont towns have sent groups to study our
school. The idea of using the building for school, town government, and community use is
considered a way of making substantial savings and of great interest to towns currently
considering building and renovating.
Very special thanks are given to Audrey Logan. Audrey has been a major influence in
bringing about the fine educational system we have in Plainfield. As the learning center,
following her suggestion, is located by design in the center of our school, so also is reading a high
priority she encouraged in her students' lives. She developed within that learning center, a school
library shown to be one of the best in the Upper Valley. Audrey gave support, approval,praise;
she taught with friendliness, determination and love. Students, staff members and friends miss
our daily times with her. 'I couldn't agree with you more' always gave us a boost. It is fortunate




















Comprehensive Auto Liability 1,000,000
Treasurer's Bond 1,000
Blue Cross/Blue Shield - District Allowance:
$1,447.00 (3 yrs.)
$1,505.00 (est. 1 yr.)
$1,993.00 (1 yr.)







Mutual of New York (MONY) paid by district



































































































































Kevin Bailey Toby Tibbits
Karen Dole Mark Wilder








Attending Enfield Elem. School






Attending Dev. Ctr. of Upper Valley
Shanon Baker
Michael Mills





State of New Hampshire
Sullivan, ss: School District of Plainfield
To the inhabitants of the School District of Plainfield, in the County of Sullivan, and State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plainfield School in the Village of Meriden, in said
Plainfield, on Monday, March 2, 1981, at 7:30 P.M. in the evening to act on the following
subjects:
ARTICLE I. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, and other officers
heretofore chosen and to pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE II. To see if the District will vote to authorize the school board to take such
action on behalf of the District as may be required to join as party plaintfff in a suit against the
State of New Hampshire and proper officials thereof to compel the state to provide funds to the
school districts for the purpose of more nearly equalizing the opportunities for the children to
receive a basic education and to see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000.00
for this purpose.
ARTICLE III. To see if the District will vote to accept the AREA Agreement among the
school districts of Grantham, Lebanon and Plainfield as revised and recommended by the School
Board acting as the area school plan review board, said revision being establishment of tuition
rates based on the estimated per pupil cost for the current year and an extension of the agreement
for ten additional years to 1997.
ARTICLE IV. To see what sum of money the District will raise, appropriate, and expend for
the support of schools, for the salaries of the School District officials and agents and for the
payment of statutory obligations of said District and to authorize the application against said
appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be received from the state and federal
governments, together with other income, the School Board to certify to the Selectmen the
balance to be raised by taxation.
ARTICLE V. To see if the District will vote to advise the School Board to hold future
Annual School District Meetings on the first Saturday of March.
ARTICLE VI. To see if the District will authorize the School Board to make application for,
to accept on behalf of the District, and to expend for the purpose intended, any or all grants or
other funds which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Government,
from the State of New Hampshire, or from private foundations, trusts or individuals.
ARTICLE VII. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
NOTE: Election of School District Officials will take place at the same time and place as the
election of Town Officials on March 10, 1981. (See separate warrant)
Given under our hands and seals at said Plainfield on the 28th day of January, 1981.












Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1980
RECEIPTS:













Less School Board Orders Paid



















This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements and
other financial records of the treasurer of the school district of Plainfield, New Hampshire
of which the above ia a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1980, and find
them correct in all respects.






This winter has been colder than normal; however, the oil bills for the Plainfield School prove
the wisdom of the District's inventment in insulation during the recent reroofing of the school.
Two major questions need your consideration on this year's warrant for the Annual School
District Meeting. Article II asks you to authorize the School Board to become a party to a suit
against the State of New Hampshire to force the development of a more equitable system of
funding education. Plainfield is a property poor town. We do not have factories, shopping
centers, or public utilities to ease the burden on residential taxpayers. If successful, the proposed
legal challenge to the present system of funding education in New Hampshire would substantially
reduce the property tax paid by each Plainfield resident to support education. Article III asks you
to authorize changes in the agreement among the Grantham, Lebanon, and Plainfield School
Districts designating Lebanon High School as the AREA High School. The law establishing
AREA schools allows the contract to be changed by mutual agreement. Lebanon is offering a
ten-year extension of the contract in return for a change in the method of determining the tuition
rate. When the original agreement was written, the rate of inflation was minimal; therefore, the
tuition rate was based on the previous year's approved budget. For several years, the high annual
rate of inflation has resulted in Lebanon's spending more to educate the students from Grantham
and Plainfield than it received in tuition for those students. It would seem fair and in the best
interest of the Plainfield students to exchange a ten year extension of the agreement in return for a









Pl-3140 Foster Children Aid
Pl-3210 State Building Aid
Pl-3271 School Lunch
Pl-4360 P. L. 94-142, Fed. Handicapped Aid
Pl-5100 Sale of Note
PI -5 250 Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
Pl-1120 District Assessment
TOTAL REVENUE AND ASSESS.
Increase on District Assessment
Percent of Increase 15.32%
1980-81 1981-82
Approved Estimate


















Sl-2321 Salaries & Benefits
Supt., Assts., Secys. & Clerks
Sl-2390 General Administrative Expense
Sl-2521 Salaries & Benefits
Bus. Admin. & Secretary
Sl-2524 Salary & Benefits
Payroll Bookkeeper




Sl-2561 Salary & Benefits
Asst. B/A-Food Services
Sl-2900 Insurance Expense
Sl-5000 Principal & Interest (Computer)
TOTALS
















































100,000% $236,305.22 100.000% $275,306.70
PLAINFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPECIAL WARRANT
State of New Hampshire
Sullivan, ss: School District of Plainfield
To the inhabitants of the School District of Plainfield, in the County of Sullivan, and State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plainfield School in the Village of Meriden in said
Plainfield on Tuesday, March 10, 1981, at ten o'clock in the forenoon to act on the following
subject:
Article 1 . To choose by ballot a Moderator, a Clerk, and a Treasurer for the ensuing year, an
Auditor for the ensuing two years, and a member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
(Polls will open at 10:00 A.M. and close at 6:00 P.M., unless the Town votes to keep the polls
open until a later hour.)
NOTE: All other school business will be considered at the School District Meeting to be held
on Monday, March 2, 1981. at 7:30 P.M. at the Plainfield School.
Given under our hands and seals at said Plainfield this 26th day of January, 1981.
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Observations by John F. McNamara at Meriden Village
Ave. Hi- Lo- Precipi- Degree
1980 Temp. Temp. Temp. Snow" tation Days
January 20.6° 54° -10° 4" .04" 1351
February 17.3° 48° -12° 14" .59" 1384
March 29.4° 52° -14° 15" 3.09" 1107
April 42° 68° 20° - Trace 3.26" 736
May 55° 86° 32° 1.52" 342
June 56.6° 90° 30° 4.06" 169
July 69.6° 90° 40° 3.51" 27
August 67.4° 86° 40° 3.89" 31
September 58.4° 86° 26° 4.22" 222
October 46.2° 72° 22° 1.66" 581
November 33.6° 55° 10° 11" 3.07" 969
December 16° 40° -30° 8" .30" 1509
Year Average 42.7° Hi 90° Lo 30° 52" 29.57 8428
10 Yr. Ave. 43.8° 78" 44.25 7678
From Ave. 1.1° - 26" - 14.68 + 750
Please bring this Report to the School District and Town Meetings
Printed by
RIGHT PRINTING COMPANY, INC.
White River Junction, Vermont

